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Hello!

“Just be yourself,” my mother says. That’s what everyone says to

you when you’re standing in the doorway of your life hoping you’ll make a good impression,
and someone will gesture to you and say, “Come sit by me!”
“Just be yourself, they’ll love you.” Everyone who already loves you says this with certainty.
No one ever finishes the sentence and says the truer truth, “Just be yourself. Some people
will love you, some will pay no attention to you and others … well, they will dislike you very
much, give you the nickname Whiskers, and make fun of your homemade prom dress.” (Ugh.
High School.)
Nobody ever tells that truth because we already know it. This is the thing that makes us
hesitate at the door. That makes us quiver with fear. That pushes our people to whisper
supportively, “Just be yourself.”
Yet, here we are. A selection of the Tall Poppy Writers coming to you from Best Seller Lists,
publishers large and small, having toiled in our living rooms and neighborhood coffee joints
to say hello and tell you a story.
We know you aren’t going to like all of or stories. We know that you may actually dislike
some of our stories. But, oh the glory when you find one of our stories that you love. Maybe
more than one. Maybe a bunch. A bunch of Tall Poppies … shall I even say, a bouquet?
So, we are throwing caution to the wind, gifting you the first chapters of our novels in the
hopes of connecting, and making new friends. In the hopes of finding people who love to
read stories about interesting people doing interesting things. In the hopes that we will make
a good impression by just being ourselves—the Tall Poppy Writers.
Hello, it’s nice to meet you. Come sit by us.
—Ann Garvin
Founder, Tall Poppy Writers

Who are the Tall Poppy Writers?
The Tall Poppy Writers are 50 women writers who share a drive to discover new avenues to
reach readers and to spread the word about our work.
We are New York Times, USA Today, and Washington Post bestsellers who work, write, raise
families—and want to meet readers who love a good story.
Our name and mission come from a desire to remedy the “tall poppy syndrome,” where
women who try to achieve are resented, cut down, or criticized. In the Tall Poppy Writers,
everyone gets to grow and reach the sun.
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CHAPTER 1

Nora opened her eyes and stared through the darkness at the
ceiling. Three twenty-eight, she thought, before rolling up off
her back a little and craning her neck to look just past Fisher’s
shoulders at the blue numbers on the clock by his nightstand.
He was dead asleep, the rhythmic flow of his deep breathing like
white noise. The numbers gleamed: 3:41 AM. Close enough, she
thought, and returned to the ceiling. Although Nora had long
been an early riser—she couldn’t remember a time when she
had slept later than the sun—this was different.
She eased the covers off and slid out from under Fisher’s
muscled arm, moving slow and steady toward the edge of the
bed. She hopped down, landing with a soft thud, and then
froze, shifting her eyes back to Fisher. No change. Not even a
break in the beat. Nora grabbed her iPhone and padded along
the hall. The moon, pushing through the floor-to-ceiling windows of the penthouse, provided more than enough light for
Nora to find the handle to the mini champagne fridge that
Fisher bought for her last year. Nora gave the half-drunk bottle
of Armand de Brignac—a gift from a client—her deepest bow
with prayer hands before grabbing it and shutting the fridge
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door with her foot. She pulled the orange stopper from the
bottle, letting it drop to the floor, and started typing into her
phone on her way to the bathroom at the far end of the penthouse. Nora waited until she was inside the empty, freestanding
tub before taking her first, long swig from the bottle. She rested
her phone on the ledge of the tub and pressed a button on a remote that sent the massive blinds skyward. Nora stayed there
in the empty basin, soaking in the city’s glow, and waited.
Her phone buzzed and vibrated against the acrylic. She took
another sip before answering it.
“What the hell is wrong with you?” a croaky voice said.
Nora shook her head. “I’m just—”
“Nervous? You’re just nervous, hon. It’s pre-wedding jitters.
You’re fixin’ to get married to that gorgeous, big-dicked,
super-hot bastard in twenty-two—no, twenty-one days and
you’re feeling anxious. That’s all. No Biggie Smalls.”
“Jenna, I’m sitting in an empty tub, pounding old champagne straight from the bottle, and staring out the fucking window. Do you really think it’s necessary to remind me that there
are twenty-two days—”
“Technically it’s twenty-one—”
“Jesus, fine, twenty-one days. It’s twenty-one days before
the wedding. I’m aware. My whole entire body is aware. We’re
all very aware.”
“Deep breaths, sweetheart. You’re freaking out. This is
what freaking out looks like on all normal women,” Jenna said.
Her Southern twang, though soft, still tickled Nora. “You’re
just different. It’s foreign territory for you.”
Nora stopped mid-swig, her arm wobbling and then dropping with the weight of the bottle into her lap. “What does that
mean?” she said, squinting her eyes and bracing her body.
“Nothing, just, I don’t know. . . . I mean, you’re always even
and calm; it’s preternatural,” Jenna said. “No matter what’s
going on, you’re on like perma-chill. It’s automatic for you. No
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headless chicken stuff.” A chuckle. “It’s why we kept calling
you I.Q. when we first met you. Ice Queen.”
Jenna’s full creaky cackle made Nora move the phone away
from her ear and level it on the ledge of the tub. She could still
hear Jenna from that distance, but pushed Speaker anyway and
went back to drinking her champagne. Nora reclined, cradling
the bottle into her chest. “Ice Queen? Seriously? And here I
was thinking you were dazzled by my smarts.”
“Oh, we were. Totally. By your smarts, for sure, and also
your long legs, your frat-boy mouth, your perky tits, them
Kelly Ripa arms, and your entire wardrobe, espesh the shoes.
Plus, you speak fluent French—I mean, fucking French—and
you’re the first white girl I’ve ever met who can actually dance.
Like, legit, Beyoncé backup dancer dance. Need I go on?”
“Yes, you need. Come on, I’m practically perfect,” Nora
said, the beginnings of a laugh tickling her throat.
“Practically?” Jenna said, yawning. “Okay, so we’ve thoroughly covered your Boss Bitch status. It’s why Fish is locking
you down so fast, while those eggs are still viable.” Nora’s expanding grin disappeared, replaced by a clenched jaw and
gnashed teeth. “What I need clarity on is: Why are you dry-tub
drinking again?”
“How did you know I’m in the tub?”
“Echoes, booby. Also, you said so earlier. Either way, I’ve
got you pretty much figured out. You’re not the QB on this
play. What’s the wedding planner’s name again, Gloria?
Glenda? Whatever. She’s the quarterback. She’s the one calling
all the plays, and you’re watching from the sidelines and it’s
driving you bananz.”
“First, are you talking sports at me?”
“A little,” Jenna said through her teeth.
“You’re still hooking up with that sports writer guy?”
“A little.”
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“Wait, isn’t he the one who sent you the dick pic when you
asked to see his new coffee table?”
“Well, it was pretty impressive . . . the coffee table.”
“Jesus, Jenna. What needs to happen to get you out of these
dating app traps? Nothing but Dumpster fires on there.”
“Hold up, I met Sports Guy the old-school way, my dear: at
a bar, not on a dating app,” Jenna said. “You kidding me? My
filters are tight. He would’ve never made the cut.”
“What about the one who called you from rehab on what
was supposed to be your third date?”
“Oh, that whole thing was about me trying to be charitable.
I’m from Texas. It’s how we do.”
“Father-God, you need prayer,” Nora said, closing her eyes
and leaning her head back in the tub.
“You sound like my sister’s nanny, Bernadette. She says that
all the time about those twins: Fahdah-Gowd,” Jenna said,
mangling it. “She’s from Trinidad, I think. No, St. Kitts. One
of those islands. But you got that accent down solid. So many
tricks in your little black hat, woman.”
Nora sat up straight, her eyes popping open as if called by a
siren. The empty champagne bottle clanked against the bathtub.
“Oh, God, did you just fall asleep on me?” Jenna said,
chuckling.
“No, I didn’t. . . . I should go, though.”
“Thought we were fixin’ to talk about wedding planner
Glenda.”
“It’s Grace, and no, we weren’t fixin’ tuh do anything, Dollywood,” Nora said. She placed the bottle on the floor and curled
her knees up into herself, burying her forehead and trembling
chin into them.
Jenna’s tone got sharper and the grogginess dissipated.
“First of all, Ms. Dolly Parton is from Tennessee. Secondly, you
know the Texas comes out when I’m tired or drunk. And third,
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are you, like, mad at me because I forgot the wedding planner’s
name?”
Nora knew her voice could not be trusted right then, that it
would likely betray her and reveal too much. She swallowed
hard, and once more, and again. The vein by her left temple
pulsated. It was long, bluish, and exposed itself when she was
angry. Nora’s mother said she got it from her deadbeat father.
The vein, piercing green eyes, and a surname—Mackenzie—
are the only things she inherited from the vanished man. Nora
needed to push all that was rising up just behind her tongue
back down to the underneath, the subterranean pit where
these kinds of things were free to unfold, to fester, and to die.
“Are you serious right now?” Jenna said.
Nora extended an arm to the phone, her finger hovering
over the button to end the call. Her mind flashed forward to
her next steps, but nothing was clear or sensible. Then, as fast
as it came, the tumult in her brain was gone. Her heartbeat
quieted; she relaxed her muscles, took a deep breath to quell
her knotted stomach, and fixed her face, like her mother always told her to do. The morph ended with a light clearing of
her throat. “Sorry, J. I was reading a couple emails,” she said,
faking a yawn. The sound of Jenna’s long exhale only made
Nora’s shoulders relax even more. “What were we talking
about?”
“About how many sheep just jumped over the fence,” Jenna
said. “Go to bed, Nora—your real bed, the one with the man
in it.”
“Yeah, it’s crazy late. Thanks for listening, Callaway.” Nora
rolled her eyes but maintained the brightness in her voice.
“It’s what we do,” Jenna said. “Good night, moon.”
“G’night.”
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Fisher traced the length of Nora’s body first with his eyes,
then the back of his fingers. When he reached the top of her
head again, he massaged her temple and brushed back her hair
from her damp cheek. Nora, feigning sleep, tried to maintain a
natural breathing pattern and keep her body still, especially
her eyelids that twitched under the pressure of the tears pooling behind. Nora wanted to turn and look up at him, be awakened by him, and surrender to his lifting her out from the cold
hollowness of the bathtub, carrying her back to their bed. But
she couldn’t; she wasn’t her yet. She wasn’t Nora Mackenzie.
His touch was warm, gentle. For no clear reason, in that moment, the touch reminded Nora of that of Dr. Bourdain’s in the
earliest days, back when he was still the husband half of the
kindest couple—and her mother’s employer—who saw something special, “a spark,” in young Nora; back when he still
looked at her as a girl, a child to guide and tutor, instead of a
viable conquest to seduce.
“Babe,” Fisher said. “Mack, wake up. What are you doing
in here?” He lightly squeezed Nora’s shoulders.
She flinched.
The ruse could not play on. Nora opened her eyes partway
and rolled her head toward Fisher. He was wearing only underwear, and his brawny torso glistened in the moonlight spilling
through the window. “Hey,” Nora said. The phlegm and tears
from moments ago added frog and gurgle to her voice, lending
a layer of drowsiness and veracity to her hoax. “Wow. What
time is it?”
“It’s late,” Fisher said. He stroked her hair once more. Her
eyes fluttered as she tried to blink away the memory of Dr.
Bourdain’s revolting touch. She rubbed her brows with the
back of her hand, wanting to scrub the gross sensation of the
old man’s spotted paw on her with the very same swipe.
Nora sat up in the tub and breathed in her fiancé. “Sorry. I
didn’t want to wake you. I came in here to”—her eyes fell on
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the empty champagne bottle by his feet. “It’s Jenna. Boy drama,
again. And let’s just say it required time, tears, and, of course,
champers.” Nora gestured to the bottle with her pinky. She
was grinning at him in her way—their way. A smile curled up
the side of Fisher’s face and he stepped into the other end of
the tub, rolling out his legs as best he could, encasing Nora.
Fisher was here, not him, she reminded herself, and settled
back in the tenderness of his embrace.
“Champers, huh?” he said, his smile stretching up to his
bright eyes.
“Of the finest grade,” Nora said, nodding.
“Full bottle?”
“Halfway,” Nora said.
Fisher pulled his legs, along with Nora, closer and leaned
into her face, speaking barely above a whisper. “Tipsy?”
“Mmm. Halfway,” she said, matching his hush. He dragged
Nora onto his lap, making her straddle him. “What’s next, Mr.
Beaumont?” Nora said, leaving her lips pursed and arching
her body into him.
Fisher took a deep breath and let it out slowly, looking up at
his Nora, at her lips, her long neck, the bones along her collar,
and then down the deep V of her top, at her hard nipples
pressing through the thinness. He rested his forehead between
her breasts, and Nora caressed the back of his head, patting
the dark blond hair at the nape. There was something off,
something tired, resigned about him. Nora slid back so she
could better see his eyes. “You okay?”
“That’s what I’m wondering. About you.”
Nora stifled her eye roll. “What do you mean—about me?
What about me?” She lifted herself all the way off of his legs.
“Easy,” Fisher said, tilting his head and raising his palm.
“All I’m saying is, this is the third or fourth time I’ve found you
in here—drinking, upset, sad. Look, I know my mother can be
a bit much and . . . old school—”
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“Lady Eleanor? Why would you think anything’s wrong
there?”
“I don’t know. I keep thinking I should have never told you
that whole story with Rock’s first girlfriend . . . her being
Asian and my mother’s completely wrongheaded reaction to
that and—”
“Your mother has been perfectly lovely. Has been since
day one.”
“Right, but you’re white, so that ugliness isn’t an issue
here.” Fisher shook his head. “Anyway, I just don’t like seeing
you so uneasy and not knowing what I can do to fix it for you.
Is the wedding planning getting to be too much?”
“The wedding planning is tied up in a bow handcrafted by
Grace and Co. It’s all completely handled.” Nora shrugged.
“There’s really nothing for me to even do.”
“So, it’s the wedding itself?” He placed his hand on Nora’s
foot. “Are these flawless things feeling a bit of a chill?”
Nora looked at Fisher, at his beautiful, soft face set with
sharp edges—his nose, his chin, his jaw. She let her eyes rest on
his sweet grin and the laugh lines gently etched into his creamy
complexion, taking in all the majesty of him, and she decided
right then to open a gate, just a hair, and let a slip of truth spill
out. “No, I want to marry you,” Nora said. “It’s just that it
doesn’t feel like that. It doesn’t feel like it’s me marrying you
and you me. It’s this bigger, grander thing set on a bigger,
grander stage with the photographers trailing everywhere, the
online stories, and all the speculation and talking about every
little detail. Jesus, this town always needs to know everything
about you, your family. It’s just so public. I’m not into being
public. You know that.”
Fisher reached out to calm Nora’s teetering head with a gentle stroke of her cheek. “Mack, I get it. I get it. It’s a lot. But,”
he said with an easy shrug, “I’m a Beaumont. It’s always going
to be a lot. And I don’t want to come across like an asshole
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here, but you’re going to be a Beaumont, too, love; you need
better skin. Like my father told me and his told him, and back
and back centuries all the way to France: We can’t show
cracks. We can’t have them seeing any cracks on us.”
Nora’s chuckle came out like a sneeze. She felt the snot edging out of her nose, but did nothing about it. She instantly regretted starting down this line with Fisher. Showing cracks and
better skin and France—she didn’t want to hear any more
about it and was desperate to end the whole interaction. You
don’t get it, that’s what she wanted to say, because he didn’t.
Instead, Nora nodded and smiled brightly at her fiancé. He
squeezed the top of her arm, kissing her face and stepping out
of the tub in one smooth movement.
“Come back to bed,” he said, and tipped his head toward
the door. He was standing with his hands resting on his trim
middle and his body squared, the only thing missing, a red
cape flapping behind him.
“In a bit. I want to just clean up,” Nora said, nodding and
smiling once more. “I smell like subway homeless.” She paused,
off his look. “The subway . . . it’s this mode of transpo, kind of
like a train, only underground . . . totally out of your scope.”
“You’d be surprised by the kind of underground things in
my scope,” he said, smirking and shaking his head. “Just come
to bed, smartass. I’ll wait up—for a bit. But word to the wise:
Leave the champers out here.” Fisher turned and glided out of
the room. The minute he cleared the door and his footsteps
were at a proper distance, Nora popped out of the tub and
made her swift way to the closet just outside the bathroom. She
slid the door open as quiet as possible and stooped down to
ease a flat box partway out from the lowest shelf. Nora peeled
back the dusty quilt draped over it and slowly cracked open
the topside of the box wide enough to slip her hand in. She still
knew exactly where to go, how to navigate blindly through the
clutter and grab it by its dog-eared corner. Nora went back to
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the bathroom, a photograph clutched close to her chest. She
looked behind her, listening for any stirring from Fisher.
Silence.
Nora went straight to the farthest corner of the whistleclean bathroom with all its white and height and steely, modern edges, and she squeezed her body tight into the space
where the glass and wall met, her forehead pressed against the
cool of it while she angled her face to look out the window and
steady her mind. Nora only dragged this photo out when she
was at the lowest point on her rope, deciding whether to let go
or pull herself up again.
The picture was from that long-ago Christmas, one of the
first in the Westmount mansion. In it, posed by the lavish,
heavily decorated tree, stood a smiling young Nora, her
mother, and the Bourdains. It was the photo Nora used to love,
the one she had pinned to the corkboard above her frilly, pinkand-white-everything bed in her pink-and-white-everything
bedroom in the Bourdains’ basement. There were two bedrooms, a bathroom, and a cozy nook off the side of the small,
basic kitchen down there. It was the basement, Nora knew, but
no one in the house ever called it that. It was the flat according
to the Bourdains, and our place to hear Nora’s mother tell it.
Warm and reasonably bright, it was a considerable step up
from where Nora and her mother came. Although Nora’s
memory of their cramped, crappy beginnings was limited—
they moved in with the Bourdains when she turned six—she
could still recall, with a woeful precision, the moldy, dank
stench soaked into the walls of their old fall-apart-ment.
Three years after that photograph was taken, it was folded
into a tight square and shoved into the toe box of an ugly shoe
Nora had long outgrown. The picture needed to be out of her
sight, its specialness completely destroyed, after that one vile
summer evening when Nora went to Dr. Bourdain’s fourthfloor study with a message from her mother: “Will your com-
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pany tomorrow require something more substantial than the
trimmed sandwiches with the tea?”
Nora, then a freshly turned nine-year-old who rarely paid
close attention to her mother’s directives, jumbled it. She
skipped over the longer words, boiling it down to what she
felt was the crux: “Do you desire more for your company tomorrow?”
Dr. Bourdain, a man of great intellect and refinement, knew
what the girl meant, but he didn’t reply. Not right away. Instead, he let his eyes linger on Nora, on her lanky body, for too
long. Instead, he asked Nora to go into the alcove off to his left
and fetch a book shelved low on the built-ins. Instead, he sidled up behind her as she stooped, and brushed then pressed
his pelvis on Nora’s shoulder, on her head, sweeping her thick,
wavy hair from one side to the next. She felt the sick twitching
in his dress pants against her ear, her jaw. Nora froze, unable to
process anything beyond the books’ titles on their spines. She
kept her eyes locked on them. And as the speed of his repulsive rubbing increased, Nora could only recite the titles in her
mind on a slow loop.
The Flowers of Evil. In Search of Lost Time. The Red and the
Black. Notre-Dame de Paris. Remembrance of Things Past.
Looking down at the photograph now, the creases dingy,
worn, and cracked, Nora could still make out the top part of
Dr. Bourdain’s face behind the black ink splotch. She shook
her head, disgusted at herself anew, thinking about the countless times she nearly tore the picture to crumbs or burned it or
threw it down a sewer grate. But it was always nearly, almost,
not all the way, because she knew that obliterating the picture
did nothing to erase what happened. All of it—the scrape of
his calloused palms along her inner thighs; the set-in stench of
tobacco on his clothes; the low, persistent rumble in his heaving chest as he twitched and trembled behind her—it was
never going away.
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Nora swallowed hard and reached for her phone, still balancing on the narrow edge of the tub. She stared at the web
page for a moment before squeezing her eyes shut and swallowing once more. She scrolled down to the bottom of the
short post, the same one that had haunted her for the past
eighteen hours, and quietly—barely moving her lips—read the
last lines again: Dr. Bourdain is survived by his loving wife,
Elise, and adopted daughter, Nora (estranged). He was preceded
in death by his parents, Jacques P. Bourdain and Odette V. Bourdain, as well as his brother, Anton J. Bourdain. In lieu of flowers,
memorials may be sent to the Montreal Heart Institute.
Nora’s stomach lurched into her throat as she clutched the
phone and photograph in each hand. After a long breath, she
grabbed the champagne from the floor—the picture wrapped
around the bottle’s neck—as she stepped into the tub, took a
long swig, and collapsed back into the sunken middle.

To read more and purchase, click here:
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CHAPTER ONE
DAHLIA

A

s with any other support group, the cookies are stale.
I should know. I’ve been to my share.
In this particular one, the coyly named S.O.S., for Survivors of
Suicide, the punch is also overly sweet. You might wonder who
would come to such a group, since the most successful members
are inherently absent. But here, survivors stands for the people
they left behind, or the lucky ones who tried but didn’t hit the
six-foot-under mark.
People like me.
Or my best friend, Eli, who is sitting beside me. I haven’t been
to S.O.S. for a while, which is a good thing, of course. I haven’t
felt the need.
But today is my anniversary, so I’m here. And Eli is here for
moral support.
Fred is the leader of the group. He favors bulky madras shirts
and torn khakis, a scruffy almost-beard and thick glasses that are
always smudged. I haven’t figured out if he’s a millionaire or near
the poverty line. Fred formed S.O.S. twenty-five years ago after
his brother’s suicide. His brother never left a note, and Fred never
found out why. This is his life’s mystery, which is why he comes
back every week. To make the not knowing a little easier.
I know why I tried. Eli knows why he tried. No mysteries there.
Just life’s boringly familiar tragedies, nearly claiming another soul.
“Would you like to go next?” Fred asks the young man across
from me. He looks a tad younger than me, a couple years out
of college. Muscular, strong cheekbones, mixed something.
16
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Japanese or Korean, maybe. He probably graduated from somewhere around here, pick a college…MIT, Northeastern, Boston
University. Or Harvard, like me. If I had bothered to graduate.
The young man clears his throat. “I’m James.”
The room says “Hi, James,” a response stolen right out of the
AA handbook. (Yes, I’ve been to that one too, but not for me.)
I can see Eli perk up. James doesn’t let off any gay vibe that I can
tell, though Eli’s gaydar is better than mine.
“I’m here for my sister, Ramona. She killed herself a year ago.”
His hands are laced together and he is looking at them. Long,
tapering fingers. “Jumped off a bridge,” he went on, as if someone
had asked him. And he was probably used to that. Bystanders are
ghoulish that way; they always want to know the how.
There is a long pause, which the group waits out.
“Do you want to say any more?” Fred asks.
James shakes his head. His face gets flushed, but his eyes do
not fill. I’ve become almost scientific at determining when people
are about to cry. There are so many tells. The lip tremble, the
jaw clench, the eyes reddening. And for James, the blush. Hang
around S.O.S. long enough, and it becomes an art.
“Thank you, James,” Fred says, and like robots, the group
members repeat this. Then they move on to the next member.
I’ve already said my piece, as has Eli, and I’m getting ready to call
it a night. But the circle hasn’t finished its tale. We have three
more members to go.
Luckily, the last of the bunch turn out to be taciturn as well.
Sometimes you get someone who goes on and on. Not the new
ones; they’re too stunned to say much. Usually it’s the borderline
personalities, who are always leaning over the edge, literally and
figuratively. Then, a week comes around when they don’t show up,
followed by murmurs about how something was in the paper, etc.
And I feel guilty as hell for wishing they would just shut up already
during their turn when twenty minutes had gone by. But at the same
time, I have to admit, I feel an odd sense of relief for them. I would
never voice this in the group, of course; it’s anathema to S.O.S. But
it’s a tough world out there. Some people just aren’t cut out for it.
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Fred calls the meeting to a close with a spiritual quote that
doesn’t mention any particular God, and metal chairs squeak as
the circle stands up.
“You want to go for a drink or something?” Eli asks. Drink
means soda for me, something stronger for him. I don’t drink; Eli
drinks too much. “We could hit a club.”
“Nah. Not tonight. I’ve got a date with a book.”
“Lame.”
“’Tis,” I agree.
“All right,” he says. “Let me run to the bathroom, then we’ll go.”
He lives two floors above me, so we came together and we’ll
leave together. As he walks off, a few women turn their heads,
though they know from his spiel that it’s not in the cards. Still, it’s
hard not to turn your head. Eli is soap-opera-star cute. Perfectly
sculptured blond hair, blue eyes, and a gym-built body. The
kind of guy where you say “He’s got to be gay” because he’s so
good-looking, and it turns out you’re right. I wander toward the
stale-cookie table for something to do.
James walks over as well and reaches for a peanut butter cookie.
Biting into it, he makes a face.
“Stale,” I confirm.
He nods, then quickly swallows and surveys the tray again.
“How about the oatmeal?”
“Not any better.”
“Huh,” he says, then adjusts his napkin. “I know you, by the way.”
“You do?” I search my memory, but I’ve never been good
with faces.
“Miller and Stein?”
“Yeah,” I say, still trying to place him. Not a secretary. Maybe
a new lawyer?
“I’m in IT. I debugged your computer last year.”
“Oh.” I have a vague recollection of this. I would ask how he
remembers me, but I’ve got purple hair (or was it pink then?), three
nose rings, and an arm full of tattoos. So I’m memorable, for a
paralegal anyway. We stand awkwardly for a moment, the cookies
too stale to munch on as an excuse. “Sorry about your sister,” I say.
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He nods. “Sorry about you.” His dark eyes meet mine just a
second, then they fall away.
Out of the corner of my eye, I see Eli coming over. “Hey,” he
says, wiping his just-washed hands on his red Bermudas.
“Hey,” I answer back and make introductions, though James
has already been introduced in the meeting. Eli assesses him, likely
judging him as a potential suitor for me—not for him. I’m sure he
will come up wanting, somehow. Eli finds something wrong with
most of my potential suitors, for whatever reason. Protective, he
would say. Overprotective, I would say.
“Ready to go?” Eli asks.

Eli is waiting behind me in the doorway, whistling. I twist open
the third bolt lock, then yank open the door, which sticks as usual.
I always tell him he doesn’t need to stop at my doorway. He
always does anyway. It’s our thing, I guess.
“You sure you don’t want to come out?” he asks. “Shakers.
You could meet a nice gay man.”
“I already have a nice gay man,” I say, patting his shoulder.
He smiles, then takes a buzzing phone out of his pocket.
“What’s up?” He gives me a head bob goodbye, heading to the
stairwell. “I don’t know. I figured I’ll probably take the T,” he
says, his voice fading as the door closes behind him.
As I walk in, Simone skulks out from behind my bedroom
door. She patiently accepts a head rub, then skulks off again. The
apartment is small and feels even smaller on these hot and sticky
nights, especially when the A/C is on the fritz. I venture into my
room, which is essentially a smaller box inside of a box, kick off
my flip-flops, and lie down on the bed. Glancing through my
phone, I find nothing new. No urgent emails or notifications. No
likes or loves on my social media pleas for self-validation.
The phone screen throws a faint glow into the room, the date
beaming at the top of the screen. September 30.
My unhappy anniversary.
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Jumping up off the bed, I open the window to an anemic
breeze. The cicadas are a wall of buzzing. It’s fall, but it doesn’t
feel like it. I used to love the autumn. A season of promise, new
beginnings. My mom would take me to buy a new dress for Rosh
Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, which always felt like the real
new year to me. Not the one dolled up with fireworks, glittering
balls, and morning television show best-of lists. A day with cold
days behind and ahead of it.
Fall is literal change, signaled by the breakdown of chlorophyll
and a bite in the air. Though that was in Chicago, where I’m
from. In Boston, September is more an extension of summer.
The days are long and muggy. Back in college, the days would
turn into muggy nights full of revelers, in clusters outside of the
dorms, afraid of missing something cosmically important at 3:00
a.m. Groups of students would buzz around Harvard Yard like
some kind of sociological experiment, the smell of pollen, beer,
and sweat in the air.
Turning away from the window, I open the bureau drawer,
which squeaks, and throw on a nightshirt. My cell phone rings on
my bed, and I glance at the screen. My mom again. Last time I let
it go to voicemail, so this time I answer.
“Hi, Mom.”
“Oh, Dahlia.” Her voice registers relief, and I feel guilty that I
didn’t pick up before. “How are you?”
“Okay,” I answer. As I lean out the window, an ambulance
flashes down the street.
“How was your day?”
“Fine,” I say. “I ended up taking off from work.”
There is a pause. “Are you sick?”
“No, just…” I don’t finish the statement. “Hey, guess what?
Sylvia’s getting married,” I say with forced enthusiasm. Sylvia is
my “friend” from work. It’s a spot of normalcy I know my mom
would appreciate.
“Oh, that’s wonderful. Good for her.” She pauses. “And
how’s Eli?”
“Fine. Same old, same old.”
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“Did you do anything fun tonight?” she asks, likely hoping I
had a date lined up.
“Not really.” I sit back down on the bed. “I went to S.O.S.”
“Oh.” The word is charged with unease. “Are you feeling… I
mean… You’re not…”
“No, I’m not. Sometimes I just like going anyway.” On my
anniversary, I don’t say. Since we’re both dancing around the
subject.
“That’s good,” she says with warmth. “You should go, when
you feel that way.”
We wade through some more stilted conversation until I finally
beg off, yawning, and she lets me go. I lie down on the bed again,
the springs creaking. My book sits beside me on the nightstand.
But I don’t have the energy to open the pages, let alone allow the
words inside my head. So I just lie there, listening to the grinding
vibration of the cicadas.
Maybe I should have gone to Shakers after all, sat there like a
bump on a log sipping Dr Pepper while Eli got sloppily sentimental and ended up leaving with some guy.
So maybe I shouldn’t have gone to Shakers.
The phone rings again, and I see it’s Shoshana, my sister.
Another phone call for my anniversary, which she won’t mention. Though I suppose I should answer, if only to ask about her
baby-to-be. The only one who hasn’t called me yet is Daisy. But
she will, eventually. I turn the ringer off, and the phone eventually
stops buzzing. Simone jumps onto the bed and sits, gray and regal
as a small statue. Lying down next to her, I stare at the calendar
on the wall.
The square date stands out like a bruise.
I close my eyes. Soon enough, I will be asleep. Finally, this
dreadful day will be over. Simone meows at something, then
settles herself in the crook of my knees. My hand snakes under my
pillow until I feel it. I hold on to it, like a lover’s hand.
The cool, textured grip of my Beretta.
And I finally allow myself to relax.

To read more and purchase, click here:
https://www.amazon.com/What-Happened-That-Night-Novel/dp/1492660299
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The consolation of fairy-stories, the joy of the happy
ending; or more correctly of the good catastrophe,
the sudden joyous “turn” . . . is one of the things
which fairy-stories can produce supremely well.
J. R. R. Tolkien, “On Fa iry- Stor ies”
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Prologue
“You would not have called to me
unless I had been calling to you.”
A S L A N , TH E S I LV E R C H A I R , C. S. L E W I S

1926
Bronx, New York
From the very beginning it was the Great Lion who brought us together.
I see that now. The fierce and tender beast drew us to each other, slowly,
inexorably, across time, beyond an ocean, and against the obdurate bulwarks of our lives. He wouldn’t make it easy for us—that’s not his way.
It was the summer of 1926. My little brother, Howie, was seven
years old and I was eleven. I knelt next to his bed and gently shook his
shoulder.
“Let’s go,” I whispered. “They’re asleep now.”
That day I’d come home with my report card, and among the long
column of As there was the indelible stamp of a single B denting the
cotton paper.
“Father.” I’d tapped his shoulder, and he’d glanced away from the
papers he was grading, his red pencil marking students’ work. “Here’s
my report card.”
His eyes scanned the card, the glasses perched on the end of his
nose an echo of the photos of his Ukranian ancestors. He’d arrived
in America as a child, and at Ellis Island his name was changed from
Yosef to Joseph. He stood now to face me and lifted his hand. I could
24
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have backed away; I knew what came next in a family where assimilation and achievement were the priorities.
His open palm flew across the space between us—a space brimful with my shimmering expectation of acceptance and praise—and
slapped my left cheek with the clap of skin on skin, a sound I knew
well. My face jolted to the right. The sting lasted as it always did, long
enough to stand for the verbal lashing that came after. “There is no
place for slipshod work in this family.”
No, there was no place for it at all. By the time I was eleven I was
a sophomore in high school. I must try harder, be better, abide all disgrace until I found a way to succeed and prove my worth.
But at night Howie and I had our secrets. In the darkness of his
bedroom he rose, his little sneakers tangling in the sheet. He smiled at
me. “I’ve already got my shoes on. I’m ready.”
I suppressed a laugh and took his hand. We stood stone-still and
listened for any breaths but our own. Nothing.
“Let’s go,” I said, and he laid his small hand in mine: a trust.
We crept from the brownstone and onto the empty Bronx streets,
the wet garbage odor of the city as pungent as the inside of the subway.
The sidewalks dark rivers, the streetlights small moons, and the looming buildings protection from the outside world. The city was silent and
deceptively safe in the midnight hours. Howie and I were on a quest to
visit other animals caged and forced to act civil in a world they didn’t
understand: the residents of the Bronx Zoo.
Within minutes we arrived at the Fordham Road gate and paused,
as we always did, to stare silently at the Rockefeller Fountain—three
tiers of carved marble children sitting in seashells, mermaids supporting them on raised arms or sturdy heads, the great snake trailing up the
center pillar, his mouth open to devour. The water slipped down with
a rainfall-din that subdued our footfalls and whispers. We reached the
small hole in the far side of the fence and slipped through.
We cherished our secret journeys to the midnight zoo—the parrot
house with the multicolored creatures inside; the hippo, Peter the Great;
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a flying fox; the reptile house slithering with creatures both unnatural
and frightening. Sneaking out was both our reward for enduring family
life and our invisible rebellion. The Bronx River flowed right through
the zoo’s land; the snake of dark water seemed another living animal,
brought from the outside to divide the acreage in half and then escape,
as the water knew its way out.
And then there was the lions’ den, a dark caged and forested area. I
was drawn there as if those beasts belonged to me, or I to them.
“Sultan.” My voice was resonant in the night. “Boudin Maid.”
The pair of Barbary lions ambled forward, placing their great paws
on the earth, muscles dangerous and rippling beneath their fur as they
approached the bars. A great grace surrounded them, as if they had
come to understand their fate and accept it with roaring dignity. Their
manes were deep and tangled as a forest. I fell into the endless universe of their large amber eyes as they allowed, even invited, me to reach
through the iron and wind my fingers into their fur. They’d been tamed
beyond their wild nature, and I felt a kinship with them that caused a
trembling in my chest.
They indulged me with a return gaze, their warm weight pressed
into my palm, and I knew that capture had damaged their souls.
“I’m sorry,” I whispered every time. “We were meant to be free.”
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AMERICA
To defeat the darkness out there, you
must defeat the darkness in yourself.
A S L A N , TH E VOYA G E

OF T H E

D A W N TR E A D E R , C. S. L E W I S
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Chapter 1
Begin again, must I begin again
Who have begun so many loves in fire
“Son net I,” Joy Dav idm a n

1946
Ossining, New York
There are countless ways to fall in love, and I’d begun my ash-destined
affairs in myriad manners. This time, it was marriage.
The world, it changes in an instant. I’ve seen it over and over, the
way in which people forge through the days believing they have it all figured out, protected inside a safe life. Yet there is no figuring life out, or
not in any way that protects us from the tragedies of the heart. I should
have known this by now; I should have been prepared.
“Joy.” Bill’s voice through the telephone line came so shaky I thought
he might have been in a car wreck or worse. “I’m coming undone again
and I don’t know what to do. I don’t know where to go.”
“Bill.” I hugged the black plastic phone against my ear and shoulder,
the thick cord dangling, as I bounced our baby son, Douglas, against
my chest. “Take a deep breath. You’re fine. It’s just the old fear. You’re
not in the war. You’re safe.”
“I’m not fine, Joy. I can’t take it anymore.” Panic broke his voice into
fragments, but I understood. I could talk him off this ledge as I had other
nights. He might get drunk before it was all over, but I could calm him.
“Come home, Poogle. Come on home.” I used the nickname we had
for each other and our children, like a birdcall.
28
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“I’m not coming home, Joy. I’m not sure I ever will.”
“Bill!” I thought he might have hung up, but then I heard his labored breathing, in and out as if someone were squeezing the life out of
him. And then the long, shrill, disconnected buzz vibrated like a tuning
fork in my ear and down to my heart, where my own fear sat coiled and
ready to strike.
“No!” I shouted into the empty line.
I knew Bill’s office number by heart and I called him back again and
again, but it rang endlessly while I mumbled a mantra: “Answer answer
answer.” As if I had any control from where I stood in our kitchen, my
back pressed against the lime-green linoleum counter. Finally I gave up.
There was nothing left for me to do. I couldn’t leave our babies and go
look for him. He’d taken the car and I didn’t have help. I had no idea
where he might be other than a bar, and in New York City there were
hundreds.
Isolated, I had only myself to blame. I was the one who’d pushed
for a move from the city to this banished and awful place far from my
literary friends and publishing contacts. I’d begun to believe that I’d
never been a poet, or a novelist, a friend or lover, never existed as anything other than wife and mother. Moving here had been my meager
attempt to whisk Bill away from an affair with a blonde in Manhattan.
Desperation fuels one to believe idiocy is insight.
Was he with another woman and merely feigning a breakdown?
This didn’t seem too farfetched, and yet even his lunacy had its limits.
Or maybe it didn’t.
Our house in the Hudson Valley at the far edge of the suburb of
Ossining, New York, was a small wooden abode we called Maple Lodge.
It had a sloping roof and creaked with every movement our little family made: Bill; Davy, a toddler who was much like a runaway atom
bomb; and Douglas, a baby. It often felt as if the foundation itself were
coming undone with our restlessness. I was thirty-one years old, surrounded by books, two cats, and two sons, and I felt as ancient as the
house itself.
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I missed my friends, the hustle and bustle of the city, the publishing
parties and literary gossip. I missed my neighbors. I missed myself.
Night surrounded my sons and me, darkness pressing in on the windowpanes with an ominous weight. Douglas, with his mass of brown
curls and apple cheeks, dozed with a warm bottle of milk dangling from
his mouth while Davy dragged toy trucks across the hardwood floors,
oblivious to the scratches they dug.
Panic coursed through me as I roamed the house, waiting for word
from Bill. I cursed. I ranted. I banged my fist into the soft cushions of
our tattered couch. Once I’d fed and bathed the boys, I rang my parents
and a couple of friends—they hadn’t heard from him. How long would
he be gone? What if we ran out of food? We were miles from the store.
“Calm down,” I told myself over and over. “He’s had breakdowns
before.” This was true, and the specter of another always hung over our
home. I hadn’t been there for his worst one, after a stint in the Spanish
Civil War before we met, when he’d attempted what I was frightened
of now—suicide. The leftover traumas of war rattling and snaking
through his psyche had become too much to bear.
As if I could cure the panic from a distance, I imagined Bill as I
met him—the passionate young man who sauntered into the League of
American Writers with his lanky frame and the wide smile hooded by
a thick moustache. I’d immediately been drawn to his bravery and idealism, a man who’d volunteered and fought where needed in a faraway
and torn country. Later I fell deeper in love with the same charming
man I heard playing the guitar at music haunts in Greenwich Village.
Our passion overwhelmed me, stunned me in its immediacy as our
bodies and minds found each other. Although he was married when we
met, he had reassured me: “It was never anything real. It’s nothing like
you and me.” We married at the MacDowell artists colony three days
after his divorce was final—symbolizing our bond and dedication to
our craft. Two writers. One marriage. One life. Now it was that very
passion and idealism that tore at him, unhinging his mind and driving
him back to the bottle.
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Near midnight I stood over the crib of our baby, my heart hammering in my chest. There was nothing, not one thing I could do to save my
husband. My bravado crumbled; my ego crashed.
I took in what was quite possibly the first humble breath of my life
and dropped to my knees with such force that the hardwood floor sent
a jolt of pain up my legs. I bowed my head, tears running into the corners of my mouth as I prayed for help.
I was praying! To God?
I didn’t believe in God. I was an atheist.
But there I was on my knees.
In a crack of my soul, during the untethered fear while calling for
help, the sneaky Lion saw his chance, and God came in; he entered the
fissures of my heart as if he’d been waiting a long time to find an opening. Warmth fell over me; a river of peace passed through me. For the
first time in all my life, I felt fully known and loved. There was a solid
sense that he was with me, had always been with me.
The revelation lasted not long, less than a minute, but also forever;
time didn’t exist as a moment-to-moment metronome, but as eternity.
I lost the borders between my body and the air, between my heart and
my soul, between fear and peace. Everything in me thrummed with
loving presence.
My heart slowed and the tears stopped. I bent forward and rested
my wet cheek on the floor. “Why have you waited so long? Why have
I?” I rested in the silence and then asked, “Now what?”
He didn’t answer. It wasn’t like that—there wasn’t a voice, but I did
find the strength to stand, to gaze at my children with gratitude, to wait
for what might come next.
God didn’t fix anything in that moment, but that wasn’t the point
of it all. Still I didn’t know where Bill was, and still I was scared for his
life, but Someone, my Creator it seemed, was there with me in all of it.
This Someone was as real as my sons in their beds, as the storm battering the window frames, as my knees on the hardwood floors.
Finally, after wandering the streets and drinking himself into a
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stupor, Bill stumbled into a cab that brought him back to us just before
dawn. When he walked through the front door, I held his face in my
hands, smelled the rancid liquor, and told him that I loved him and that
I now knew there was a God who loved us both, and I promised him
that we would find our way together.

——
As the years passed, our coffee table became littered with history and
philosophy books, with religious texts and pamphlets, but still we didn’t
know how to make sense of an experience I knew had been as real as my
heartbeat. If there was a God, and I was straight sure that there was,
how did he appear in the world? How was I to approach him, if at all?
Or was the experience nothing more than a flicker of understanding
that didn’t change anything? This wasn’t a religious conversion at all; it
was merely an understanding that something greater existed. I wanted
to know more. And more.
One spring afternoon, after we’d moved to a rambling farmhouse in
Staatsburg, New York, a three-year-old 1946 Atlantic Monthly magazine was facedown on the kitchen table and being used as a coaster for
Bill’s coffee mug. I slid the mug to the side and flipped through the
magazine as our sons napped. The pages flopped open to an article by
a Beloit College professor named Chad Walsh. The piece was titled
“Apostle to the Skeptics” and was an in-depth study of an Oxford fellow in England, a man named C. S. Lewis who was a converted atheist.
Of course I’d heard of the author, had even read his Pilgrim’s Regress
and The Great Divorce—both of them holding a whispered truth I was
merely beginning to hear. I began to peruse the article, and it was only
Douglas calling my name that startled me from the story of this author
and teacher who’d reached American readers with his clear and lucid
writing, his logic and intellectualism.
Soon I’d read everything Lewis had written—more than a dozen
books, including a thin novel of such searing satire that I found myself
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drawn again and again to its wisdom hidden in story: The Screwtape
Letters.
“Bill.” I held up Lewis’s book I was rereading, The Great Divorce,
over dinner one night as the boys twirled their spaghetti. “Here is a
man who might help us with some of our questions.”
“Could be,” he mumbled, lighting a cigarette before dinner was over,
leaning back in his chair to stare at me through his rimless spectacles.
“Although, Poogle, I’m not sure anyone has the answers we need.”
Bill was cold hard correct—believing in a god hadn’t been as simple
as all that. Every philosophy and religion had a take on the deity I hadn’t
been able to grasp. I was set to give up the search, shove the shattering
God-experience into my big box of mistakes. That is, until I contacted
Professor Walsh, the writer of the article, and said, “Tell me about C.
S. Lewis.”
Professor Walsh had visited Lewis in Oxford and spent time with
him. He was turning his articles into a book with the same title and he
replied to me. “Write to Mr. Lewis,” he suggested. “He’s an avid letter
writer and loves debate.”
There Bill and I were—three years after my blinding night of humbleness, three years of reading and study, of Alcoholics Anonymous
meetings and debate, of joining the Presbyterian church—when an
idea was born: we would write a letter to C. S. Lewis, a letter full of our
questions, our ponderings, and our doubts about the Christ he apparently believed in.

To read more and purchase, click here:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0785224505/
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Into the Free

Julie Cantrell
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For winter’s rains and ruins are over,
And all the season of snows and sins;
The days dividing lover and lover,
The light that loses, the night that wins;
And time remembered is grief forgotten,
And frosts are slain and flowers begotten,
And in green underwood and cover
Blossom by blossom the spring begins.
—Algernon Charles Swinburne, “Atalanta in Calydon”
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Chapter 1

March 1936
A long black train scrapes across Mr. Sutton’s fields. His horses
don’t bother lifting their heads. They aren’t afraid of the metal
wheels, the smoking engine. The trains come every day, in
straight lines like the hems Mama stitches across rich people’s
pants. Ironing and sewing, washing and mending. That’s what
Mama does for cash. As for me, I sit in Mr. Sutton’s trees, live in
one of Mr. Sutton’s cabins, sell Mr. Sutton’s pecans, and dream
about riding Mr. Sutton’s horses, all in the shadow of Mr. Sutton’s
big house.
“He owns the whole planet. Every inch and acre. From sea
to shining sea!” I lean over the branch of my favorite sweet gum
tree and yell my thoughts down to Sloth, my neighbor. His cabin
is next to ours in the row of servants’ quarters on Mr. Sutton’s
place. Three small shotgun shacks with rickety porches and
leaky roofs. Ours is Cabin Two, held tight by the others that
squat like bookends on either side. All three are packed so close
together I could spit and hit any of them.
1
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Sloth kneels in the shade around the back corner of Cabin
One. He is digging night crawlers for an afternoon trip to the
river. With wrinkled hands, he drops a few thick worms into a
dented can of dirt and says, “He don’t own the trains.”
I can only guess where the boxcars are going and where
they’ve been. I pretend they carry “limber lions, testy tigers,
and miniature horses wearing tall turquoise hats.” It says that in
Fables and Fairy Tales, the tattered book Mama used to read to
me until I learned to read by myself.
I count cars as the train roars past. Fifteen . . . nineteen.
“Where you think it’s going?” I ask Sloth.
“Into the free,” he says, dropping another long, slick worm
into the can and standing to dust dirt from his pants. He limps
back to his porch, slow as honey. About six years back, he shot
clear through his own shoe while cleaning his hunting rifle. Left
him with only two toes on his right foot. He’s walked all hunched
over and crooked ever since. He started calling himself an old
sloth, on account of having just two toes. The name stuck, and
even though Mama still calls him Mr. Michaels, I can’t remember ever calling him anything but Sloth.
I keep counting to twenty-seven cars and watch the train
until its tail becomes a tiny black flea on the shoulder of one
of Mr. Sutton’s pecan trees. Seventeen of those trees stand like
soldiers between the cabins and the big house, guarding the line
between my world and his. It’s a good thing Mr. Sutton doesn’t
care much for pecans. He lets me keep the money from any that
I sell.
I watch the train until it disappears completely. I don’t know
what Sloth thinks free looks like, but I imagine it’s a place where
nine-year-old girls like me aren’t afraid of their fathers. Where
2
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mothers don’t get the blues. Where Mr. Sutton doesn’t own the
whole wide world.
I can’t help but wonder if free is where Jack goes when he
packs his bags and heads out with the Cauy Tucker Rodeo crew.
Jack is my father, only I can’t bring myself to call him that.
Sloth wobbles up three slanted steps to his porch. Mama
sings sad songs from our kitchen. Mr. Sutton’s horses eat grass
without a care, as if they know they aren’t mine to saddle. I climb
higher in the sweet gum and hope the engineer will turn that
train around and come back to get me. Take me away, to the
place Sloth calls the free.

g
“Can’t believe you snapped my line,” Sloth teases, reminding me
about our fishing trip last week when I hooked the biggest catfish I’ve ever seen. He stretches string around a hook to repair
the cane pole. Shaking his head, he says, “I woulda never let that
cat get away.”
I climb higher in my tree and watch him get ready for today’s
trip to the river. It’s just after lunch and, if I squint, I can see all
sorts of fancy hats scattering into shops around the square. I figure most of those people have never seen a catfish snap their line
or pulled wiggling worms from a shady spot of soil. “Aren’t you
glad it’s Saturday?”
Sloth nods. He knows I’m happy not to have school today.
Between helping Mama with her clients’ laundry and helping
Sloth with his chores, it’s all I can do to squeeze school into my
weeks.
I turn back toward town, where families leave the diners.
3
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They look like ants, moving back to their nests right on schedule.
“All that time wasted sitting inside,” I tell Sloth. “They probably
can’t even hear the trees.”
Sloth laughs. But it’s a gentle laugh. One that means he’s on
my side.
In our town, the trees sing. I’m not the first to hear them.
The Choctaw named this area Iti Taloa, which means “the song
trees.” Then some rich Virginian bought up all the land. He built
railroads and brought in a carousel all the way from Europe.
I guess he figured if colorful mermaids could spin round and
round to music, right in the middle of the park, no one would
care when he forced most of the Choctaw out and planted a big
white sign on each end of town: Welcome to Millerville. The new
name never took. Most people still call it Iti Taloa, and the postmaster will accept mail both ways. Regardless of what folks write
on their envelopes, I just call it home.
More than once I’ve heard Jack say to Mama, “I don’t guess
your people mind livin’ on stolen land.” There’s always a bitter sting in his voice when he spits out your people. I figure it’s
because his mother was Choctaw.
“Your people too,” Mama argued once. “Your father was
Irish, wasn’t he?” I’m pretty sure that was the last time she dared
to disagree with Jack.
Another thing Jack says about Iti Taloa is “We may not
have gold or diamonds, but we do have good dirt.” Because of
that dirt, three railroads cross through town to load cotton and
corn, so even when the rest of the country has sunk into the
Great Depression, jobs here still pay people enough to splurge at
Millerville General, Boel’s Department Store, or even the rodeo,
which is based smack-dab in the center of town.
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If you could look down from the heavens to steal a glance of
Iti Taloa, you would need to look just above the Jackson Prairie,
nearly to the Alabama border. Here, you’ll find tree-covered
slopes that rise six hundred feet with deep river valleys carved
in between. Here, where farmland spreads like an apron around
the curves of the waterways, you’ll find pines, oaks, magnolias,
and cedars. And here, in the limbs of those trees, is where you’ll
likely find me, a child of this warm, wild space.
When I’m not stuck in school or helping Mama and Sloth,
I roam barefoot, climbing red river bluffs and drinking straight
from the cool-water springs. Each day I scramble through oldgrowth hardwoods and fertile fields, pretending I am scouting
for a lost tribe or exploring ancient ruins. Other kids in town
play with dolls and practice piano. I don’t care much for that. My
friends are the trees, and my favorite is this sweet gum. Mostly
because she’s planted right in front of our porch, so close I can
see Mama’s wedding ring slip loose around her bony finger
while she drops carrots into a black iron pot. When I was too
small to climb, I named my tree Sweetie. Now, every day, I climb
Sweetie’s limbs and listen for her songs.
Right now my tree is not singing. But Mama is. I watch her
tie her blonde hair back from her long, thin face. I try to hear the
lyrics, but all I hear is the thunder that howls across Mr. Sutton’s
horse pasture. I pretend it is the sound of a stomach rumbling.
That a dragon needs lunch. Mama watches me from the open
kitchen window as she slices more carrots for a pot roast. She
stops singing and smiles at me. “Jack’s favorite,” she says, and I
don’t think I like pot roast so much anymore.
I lean back against Sweetie’s trunk and watch the storm easing our way. Mama takes one look at the stack of black clouds
5
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and starts talking like the lines in the books she reads. “In
Mississippi,” she says, “madness sweeps the floors clean before
rolling out with the thunder.”
I don’t say anything. I may just be a kid, but I know what
Mama’s thinking because I feel it too. The storms circle around
me and threaten to pull me up by my roots. Maybe that’s why I
cling to the trees.
Mama sighs, turns up the radio, and sings “Yonder Come
the Blues.” Her tone drops low and sad, and there’s no more
guessing. It won’t be long before she’s sinking back into a darker
place. A place I call the valley.
The valley is where Mama goes without me. Without anyone. It’s a place so dark and low that nothing can snap her back
out. I sit. And wait. And pray that Mama comes back from the
valley soon and that she’ll love me again when she does.
“Go back blues, don’t come this way.” In slow motion, she
drops in carrots while she sings. I hope I’ll never end up like
Mama. And that no one like Jack will ever tell me what to do.
Sweetie hears my thoughts and holds me tight. She’s putting
on her new spring leaves, a sure sign that something big is about
to happen.
She’s a good tree.
I climb higher and try to sneak a peek at three speckled eggs
in a nest. A mockingbird squawks and nosedives me, so I flip
myself upside down and hang from my knees, careful to tuck my
dress between my legs.
I stretch my arms out long to pretend I am a spider spinning a
web. The clouds are getting heavy, so Sloth shuffles inside where
he’ll wait out the storm before fishing. There, he sits in his splintered cane rocking chair, his pet rooster in his lap, and stares out
6
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his open window. “When it rains,” he says, loud enough so I can
hear him, “God be wantin’ us to sit still and take notice.”
I climb down from Sweetie’s limbs to join him. But before
I even make it past Mama’s kitchen window, I am met with a
growl. Only this time, it’s not thunder.
I holler, “Mama, there’s a big ol’ dog out here!”
Mama doesn’t answer. She just keeps on singing, slow and
low. Tuning out everything but the gloomy notes.
I turn to tell Sloth, but he’s already slouched back into his
chair. His eyes are closed, and I decide not to disturb him.
Instead, I slide under our sloping porch for a closer look at the
growling beast. It takes awhile for my eyes to adjust. The colors
go black to gray, and then everything comes into focus. Finally,
I see what spring has brought me. A stray mutt dog curled up
under our cabin. Half-starved and mangy, her swollen belly is
full of nothing but fear. And puppies.
By the time I find her, she has what Mama calls the “pearly
glaze of pity” in her eyes, like cold, round marbles that the Devil
just rolled. Her growl, not much more than a rumble, is probably
just a way to ask for help, but it’s still enough to make me think
twice about petting her. As I tuck myself up under the porch,
the clouds finally give way, dropping rain like bullets. I figure
to stay put until the storm passes. Besides, from the looks of her
sagging belly, I’m betting the dog hasn’t climbed under here just
to stay dry.
I keep my distance from her while the rain pours down
around us, seeping into all the low spots beneath the house,
slipping around my muddy toes. Winter has spent the last three
weeks packing its bags, but with the rain, even the new spring
air makes me cold.
7
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I sit cross-legged in the mud and bet this dog will have a
baby before I count to one hundred. “One-Mississippi,” I whisper. “Two-Mississippi.” Sure enough, the first pup is born at
ninety-two. I don’t dare move a muscle.
She has nine pups in all, and I can hardly keep track. I count
three black, four brown, and two with mixed splotches of both.
I plan to keep them all, so I give them names like Jingles and
Mimi. But every time I try to get close enough to touch one, the
mother shows her yellow teeth and growls.
I’ve waited for almost an hour, but she still doesn’t remove
the sacs, clean them, or nurse them. Instead, she smothers two
with her own weight, just falls right down on top of them. Won’t
budge. I can’t stand to watch it anymore, so I crawl closer, hoping
to save the others.
But just as before, the rumbling starts. The teeth flash. The
mama jerks her head back and forth, glares at me, and then at her
pups. Mud and blood and the juices of birth are flung through
the air and cling to my cheek. I crawl out from under the front
of the porch and try to come under again from the back of the
house. Rain stings me until I sneak in between sagging pilings
and sticky cobwebs and walls of wasps gearing up for summer.
I keep my belly pressed against the blood-red mud. I slither,
snakelike, in slow motion, trying not to startle the mama dog
more than I already have. She is shaking, and she has scattered
her pups like raw grains of rice across a kitchen floor.
A soft, brown lump of a puppy is spread across the ground
only inches from me. It smells like the rusty old plow in Mr.
Sutton’s horse pasture, and I have to snap myself out of thinking
about how everything goes to ruin.
I can reach the brown puppy now. I feel the smooth, silky
8
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sac that covers her fur like a thin layer of raw egg whites, slick
and waxy and milky. It’d be beautiful if it wasn’t smothering her.
I pick her up, and she wiggles in my hand, scaring me so much
I almost let her drop. The mama is on me before I can scoot my
way back out to the open air.
Her teeth are inches from my cheek, coated in a thick yellow
paste that smells like all the dead things I find in the woods. She
wrinkles her snout and growls from her gut, perking her ears
and straightening her tail. I know better than to move. I stay real
quiet and keep my eyes on the puppy until the mama dog drops
back to the ground and rolls out one long warning. I rub the
sticky sac off the puppy and shove her toward the mama, hoping
the dog will understand how to take it from here, but she just
keeps growling. I get the message.
I slide back out to the yard and squint my eyes. By now,
the heavy gray clouds have moved into the far-off edges of the
sky. The sun is shining white yellow again. I grab a long stick,
thinking maybe if I chase the mama out from under the house,
I can scrub the silver sacs from the babies and clean them in
the washtub out back. I swing the stick at the dog. “Get! Get on
out of here!” She lifts one of the pups in her jaws and carries it
out into the yard. A little lump of life. The pup swings back and
forth from the mama’s teeth until it finally breaks one small leg
through the sac. The mother digs a rough split in our yard and
lets the tiny body drop into the fresh grave. The puppy lands
with a hollow thud, like Jack’s booted steps on the wooden front
porch.
Then, digging her claws into the mud, the mother buries
her baby alive. I scream. She growls. No rumble this time, but
the fear-filled snarl of a mother. She buries baby after baby after
9
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baby, and as she digs, I dig too, uncovering each of the pups. One
by one.
I waste no time at all. I tear through the slimy sacs, hoping
there’s still a way to save the puppies. When the stray realizes
what I’ve done, she falls down. She won’t look at me as I bring
four babies back to her. The five dead ones I rebury, deeper,
behind the house, where I hope no coyotes will dig them up for
supper.
When I finally finish, I climb back high up in my tree and
hope the mother will let her four babies live. I name them Rose,
Twinkle, JuJuBee, and Belle. Dark-brown balls of matted hair.
Mama still sings from the kitchen, stirring the gravy, but
she has shifted from blues to church hymns. “All to Jesus, I
Surrender.” I can’t help but wonder if I looked like these pups
when I was born and if Mama ever thought of burying me.

To read more and purchase, click here:
http://bit.ly/intothefree
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ronnie
T

he pages felt thick with life as they flipped through her fingers.
A long-suffering friend, this journal, taking everything she’d
thrown at it. The questions. The tortured answers. The pros. The
cons. Moments rich with beauty. The long slow death of a dream.
At the top of each page, she’d centered her name: Ronnie
Farnham. On the lines below, she’d centered herself.
Ronnie sat on the guest room bed, propped a pillow against the
wall behind her, and waited for the jostle as her shaggy little dog,
Max, repositioned himself against her thigh. She pressed her pen to
a cool, fresh page. Today, more than any other, in these last precious
moments before her sons awoke, Ronnie needed the ink to offer up
its ever-flowing possibilities.
Her pen stalled after one short sentence.
Today Jeff is moving out.
She would not have predicted this day in her marriage. Its impact
was impossible to fathom. How could she write beyond such words?
Ronnie shut her journal. Only one sentence, but it was a good one.
Full of hope, but also one of the saddest she’d ever written. She’d
have to sort her feelings tomorrow. Today was a day for moving forward. She capped the pen and placed the notebook onto the growing
pile of journals beneath the bed.
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At least she felt rested. If she’d tried these earplugs weeks ago,
she could have avoided the inexorable pull of Jeff ’s late-night pot
banging, she thought as she pulled them from her ears.
She heard voices from downstairs—loud voices—and she could
swear one of them was George Stephanopoulos.
Max bolted through the door and raced down ahead of her as she
went to investigate. Their kitchen was devoid of life, but beyond it,
the living room was fully lit. The terse Good Morning America theme
trumpeted another day’s tragedies while no one watched. She turned
off the set, shocking herself with the sudden silence. Her family had
never turned the TV up so loud. The set was hot. Had she slept
through another of Jeff ’s attempts to coax her into late-night conversation? Or was it the boys?
Ronnie headed up to their attic bedroom to check, Max on her
heels. Will’s covers still bound him mummy-like, the way she’d left
him the night before. In Andrew’s bed, limbs and sheets were tossed
like a salad. Both faces were puffy with sleep, their breaths even.
Back on the second floor, Ronnie passed the guest room as she
stole toward the bedroom she’d shared with Jeff for twelve years.
He’d taken to sleeping with its door open, a standing invitation. She
didn’t really want to see him in their bed. It was too confusing, his
face all boyish, lips relaxed and kissable.
But her desire for an explanation for the blaring TV made her
risk a peek.
The bed was made, the room empty.
Maybe Jeff couldn’t bear a scene with the boys and had moved
out last night. He had trouble with good-byes.
Tiptoeing into the room, as if the very walls would call her out
for prying, Ronnie checked the floor on Jeff ’s side of the bed, where
she would be sure to find yesterday’s work uniform in a clump.
Nothing.
Since she was wearing the same clothes as yesterday, she scooted
around the bed to pull on a fresh sweater and jeans from her dresser
2
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and finger-combed her hair. Last night she’d been too tired to tame
her curls.
Returning to this room gave her the sense she was being watched.
When she spun around, she tripped over the dog. She stopped just
short of kicking him. “Damn it, Max, why are you always underfoot?”
The dog backed up a few feet and sat, looking up at her, whining.
“I didn’t let you out yet, did I?” She patted the dog on the head
and closed the bedroom door behind them.
Downstairs Ronnie let Max out the kitchen door, one of the
perks of living on a farm set back off the road. In the windbreak
on the other side of the berry field, a gusty October wind tugged at
the branches of a stalwart maple. Despite the beauty of the leaves
releasing in a splashy swirl, it hurt Ronnie to watch its branches
swinging back and forth in violent indecision. She knew how it felt
to be torn between standing firm and uprooting. She called Max, fed
him kibble from a low cabinet, and started a pot of coffee.
A black plastic container sat beside the coffeemaker. Drying
beef and gravy stuck to its sides. Odd. She and the boys had eaten
stir-fry the night before, and she’d never seen Jeff resort to eating
a frozen dinner.
On the kitchen table, stuck between the bananas in the fruit bowl,
stood a short spine of folded twenties. The wad was thick between
her fingers.
Twelve-hundred-dollars thick.
This was not the house she’d closed her eyes on the night before.
Something had gone haywire. Shifted.
She pulled the pot away and let the coffee drip straight into her
mug as she struggled to order her thoughts. On their own, each of
the morning’s oddities could be explained away. Max could have sat
on the TV remote, inadvertently turning up the volume. Maybe Jeff,
hungry after a bartending shift at two a.m., couldn’t find a restaurant serving dinner. Or he’d stockpiled tips and accidentally left the
money on the table. But together…
3
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Jeff was trying to tell her something, and, as usual, he wasn’t using
words. Her hand shook as coffee overflowed the edge of her mug.
She glanced at the clock. Ten minutes till the boys’ alarm went
off. She crossed to the basement door, shut it quietly behind her, and
headed down to her office so she could make a call in private.
At her desk, Ronnie reached for the receiver—then froze when
she saw the note with Jeff ’s handwriting stuck to it:
I see you called Kevin again last night. *69, remember?
Kevin. Really? Jeff was tracking her interview calls? Ronnie
couldn’t help but look around the room, even through the door
and windows that overlooked the hill and farm store down below,
to see if Jeff was watching her now. She crumpled the note and
dialed the phone.
“Jeez, Ronnie, the birds aren’t even up yet.” Her brother Teddy’s
voice croaked from interrupted sleep. Back when she was twentysix, she too would have still been in bed, although she already would
have nursed and changed Andrew and settled him back to sleep
between her and Jeff. Back when a snuggle solved all problems.
Ronnie added up all the odd details for Teddy. Before, her brother
had provided a comforting echo of the denial Ronnie had clung to
over the past year. You two were meant for each other. Marriage takes
work; you’re just in the work part. He’s so scared of losing you he’s lost his
composure. But such notions were getting harder and harder to cling
to. Especially today.
“Do you think Jeff would really do it?” she said.
“No. He’s just trying to rattle you.”
Just rattling her, yes. Jeff was used to calling all the emotional
shots—and was damned good at it.
“You’re overreacting, Ronnie. Frozen food, unexplainable cash,
a loud TV—those are first-world problems,” Teddy said, intoning
new perspective he’d earned that summer while providing dental
4
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treatments to children in Honduras. “Compared to the rest of the
planet, we have it good here.”
She hadn’t called for a lecture from Teddy. Just this once, she’d
needed him to hear her and affirm her sense of alarm. She couldn’t
simply ignore the crackle of tension that had stolen the calm from
her old Pennsylvania farmhouse.
Ronnie heard footsteps overhead. “I hear the boys. Gotta go.”
“I’m here if you need me. Hi to the boys.”
Yes, if she needed him, he was there—in Baltimore, one hundred
miles away. As she climbed back up to the kitchen, each stair pressed
the yoke of worry heavier onto her shoulders.
“It’s mine! Let go!” Andrew said, his hand in the cereal cupboard.
“I touched it first!” Eight-year-old Will punched his older brother
in the arm.
“Boys, what’s going on?”
“There’s only a little bit of Honey Nut Cheerios left, and I
touched it first,” Will said. Andrew, ten, looked stony-faced.
“And what do you think I’m going to say about that?”
Will huffed, then poured the remainder of the cereal into two
bowls so carefully he seemed to count each Cheerio. The boys sat
in front of their ridiculously underfilled bowls, too proud to admit
they’d fought their way toward an unsatisfying breakfast, and added
a splash of milk from the carton. Ronnie did the same with her
equally small portion of Raisin Bran and, for the sake of her children, pretended she had the stomach to eat it.
Though she’d checked the whole house, Jeff felt very much
here, his angst clinging to every word, dragging on every effort.
She glanced toward the stairs, still thinking he might appear any
moment. How many months had it been since she’d been able to
relax in her own home?
“Mom, did you get me those markers and poster board?” Andrew
said. “The game I made up is due tomorrow.”
Another dropped ball. Another emergency. Yet she couldn’t
5
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berate Andrew for procrastinating; she had an Organic Gardening
PA article due today that she hadn’t yet written.
“Remind me after school.”
Ronnie gulped her cooling coffee, awaiting its jolt. After today,
she’d drink caffeine-free tea and return to the simple pleasures of
raising her boys.
Will slurped the sweet milk from his cereal bowl.
“Don’t forget your instrument,” Ronnie told him. “I put it by the
door.” Will hadn’t known what a viola was when he signed up to
take lessons, but he did so because his older brother took violin. The
show of brotherly one-upmanship Will displayed every time he laid
that big viola across his narrow shoulder always brought a smile to
Ronnie’s face.
“Did you finish marking my form for the reading contest?”
Will said.
“Sorry, ran out of energy. I’ll do it tonight.”
“It’s due today!” Will’s chair skidded back as he stood. “I could
win a day tubing up at Bear Mountain this winter, and you don’t
even care how hard I worked!”
“That’s not true—”
“And now Dad’s going to leave, and who’s going to be left to
think about me?”
The silence was abrupt. She was still assembling a careful path of
words when Andrew, her peacekeeper, jumped in.
“Let’s go brush our teeth,” he said.
“Hey.” Ronnie grabbed Will’s wrist. “You’re right, I’ve been busy.
And distracted. Big changes are going on around here, and it’s hard
for all of us. But I’ve seen how much you’ve been reading. Bring the
contest form down, and I’ll drive it over to the school later.”
“Promise?”
“Promise. Now scoot.”
The pounding of sneakers receded on the wooden stairs. Trying
to set right what she could, Ronnie tossed the mysterious frozen
6
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food container in the trash, slipped the wad of money into her purse,
and reached into the fridge for the boys’ lunches.
Max hopped from the stairwell onto the deep kitchen windowsill
to bark at something. What, at this time of the morning? The boys’
sneakers pounded back down the stairs as they raced to the window
to investigate. Ronnie rested her hands on their shoulders as she
peered out.
Jeff was pulling his Nissan sedan around at the top of the driveway.
“I thought Dad was upstairs,” Will said.
“Guess he went out this morning,” Ronnie said, infusing her voice
with false cheer. No need to share that it looked like their father
hadn’t slept in the house last night and might just be getting home.
“But his car didn’t come up the drive. It came from behind
the barn.”
Clearly Will had that detail wrong. Jeff must have regretted his
decision to slip out without saying good-bye to his sons and returned
to do so.
“Brush your teeth and you can go out and give him a hug.” She’d
send them out alone. She couldn’t bear to witness this five-hanky
farewell. The boys would miss the bus, of course. Maybe they’d want
to miss school too, and Ronnie couldn’t blame them. Unexpected as
this early good-bye was, the entire day would be better once it was
behind them.
Her sons, their summer blond all but gone with the last cut, now
stood at the door, looking through its twin panes of glass. “Boys. I
said to go brush your teeth.”
They didn’t move.
“Will, Andrew,” she said, joining them. “Why are you just standing here?”
Ronnie looked out. Jeff ’s car faced downhill, and he was staggering around the trunk to the near side of the car.
“He’s drunk,” said Will.
Ronnie saw no point in arguing. Jeff had been drinking more
7
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in recent months and not hiding it as well. Even though Will had
never seen his father drunk, he had just finished drug and alcohol
resistance training in school and knew the signs.
“What’s he doing?” Andrew said.
Oh god. Jeff bent over, pulling a length of tubing from the exhaust
pipe of the car.
Ronnie flipped the deadbolt shut. “You two stay right here, you
hear me?” She squeezed their shoulders to be sure they’d paid attention. “I’m going to call Grandma Bev.”
Waiting for the bus wouldn’t do. Ronnie needed to get her sons
away from this farm. Now.
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I LIKE YOU JUST FINE WHEN YOU’RE NOT AROUND
by
Ann Wertz Garvin
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CHAPTER ONE
Horn Broken, Look For Finger
Tig Monahan tried to imagine what it would be like to lose her mind. Was it like a quick,
fully- aware, terror-filled slip on an icy sidewalk, or slower where a tiny skidding sensation goes
unnoticed, until suddenly you realize all four limbs are in the air and your face is in a ditch. With
her mother, Hallie, it was hard to tell what she'd been aware of, or how the knotted neurons in
her brain foretold her foggy future. Either way, her mother's mind was not her own, her secrets
were locked inside and Tig was left to ponder the icy aftermath.
It was almost 6 P.M. and Hallie's nightly agitation was right on time; actually, a half-hour
ahead of schedule, due to the recent relocation from Tig's home to Hope House.
"Where is he?" her mother said, her voice flapping like a bird startled from its roost. "Is
your father here?" Hallie worked the worn platinum wedding band, loose beneath her knuckle,
around and around. "He said I should wait." She shoved the bedside stand out of the way and
stood, the evening version of her dementia giving her a kind of agility that her laid-back daytime
confusion seemed to eschew.
"It's okay, Mom. I'm here. I've got you."
Her mother emptied her purse onto the bed. "Wendy, get your father."
"It's Tig, Mom.” Tig, the forgotten daughter and sister to Wendy-the-absent-Monahan
said, “What are you looking for?"
81

Hallie stopped in her frantic search through her purse and snapped, "What do you think
I'm searching for? It's always right here, in this pocket." Her piercing blue eyes were clearly
seeing one daughter where the other one stood, reminding Tig of how sure her mother had
always been. Sure and blunt and lovely. Her signature soft, sun-blond hair now frayed and wild,
white; her once full lips turned inward with the sourness of age.
"Nes pas," her mother said changing from agitation to despondency to French, a language
she loved and remembered better than her family. She snatched Tig's hand in her pale fist.
Tig worked to keep her own anxiety locked inside, knowing that when she cried, it only
upset her mother. "We can't all cry," her mother used to say when Tig and Wendy were girls.
"Someone has to man the battle stations." Tig struggled against her grief, her lips twitching in
effort.
A nurse swept into the room, responding to the call bell Tig had silently rung for
assistance. Over her mother's head, Tig said, "I thought maybe tonight she wouldn't need a
sedative. I thought if I spent the whole day with her it might help."
The nurse drew a line with her lips and looked sympathetically at Tig, as if to say, here's
another one that just doesn't get it yet. Another relative really low on the learning curve.
"Alzheimer’s softens for no man, no how, no way. It's been one week. She was at your home for
much longer than that. She needs time to acclimate." To Tig’s mother she said, "Hallie, let's get
you settled for the night."
Hallie Monahan ignored the nurse and began tearing at her sheets. Tig said, "My mom
ran her own business. She was a vet, and a single parent. You have no idea how much she would
hate being seen like this. Hate being here."
The nurse spoke to Hallie in a tone that made Tig want to curl up on the wrinkled bedding
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for a nap. "Hallie, love. I have your medication here. Try some orange juice. Here you go."
Inexplicably, Hallie turned, flipped the small pill into her mouth and slammed her orange juice
like a drunk in a biker bar.
She returned to her sheets and buried her arm up to her elbow into the pillowcase and
searched. "If I could tell you," her mother said.
Behind her, Tig said, "Mom, let's sit down." When her mother didn't budge, Tig said to
the nurse, "She had an almost photographic memory. Photographic." The emphatic way she said
“photographic” got her mother's attention, and for just a moment she gazed at Tig with what
almost seemed clarity. But, just as quickly, her mother's face fell and she returned to yanking at
her ring.
"I shouldn't have moved her out of my house."
Her mother upended her now empty purse for the tenth time, muttering. "It's here. It's
always here.”
"You did the right thing. Just let this medicine take effect. You should go home and get
some rest, don’t you work in the morning?” The nurse gently massaged her mother's back. Tig
pulled the bed sheets tight, arranged the waterproof pad, and retrieved a rolled up nylon from the
floor.
“Yes, but I’ll just stay until she falls asleep."
Tig placed her arm around her suddenly-still mother. "I've got you, Mom," she said, and
guided her to the edge of the bed.
Hallie sighed and said, "I just can't keep it secret any more."
"What, mom? What secret? What are you looking for?"
Her mother sighed and said, "You're nice," as if Tig were a sweet stranger who just didn't
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understand, and her mother couldn't be bothered to explain.
#
A dull ache in Tig's neck woke her from a surprisingly sound sleep. She'd fallen asleep
holding her mother's hand at an angle that made her arm tingle. Not wanting to let her mother go,
she switched hands with her and tried to wriggle blood flow back into her cold fingers. As if
disgusted by Tig's pathetic display of affection, Hallie snorted in her sleep and pulled her hand
free. Seeing her mother asleep in a standard hospital bed seemed to lift the curtain of denial from
Tig’s vision. Her mother had always had colorful red lips, blue eyes, and yellow hair, but here in
this parched place, she was monochromatic: an even palate of sand after an era of drought.
Tig resisted putting a dab of lip balm onto her mother’s pale lips. Her mother hated to be
fussed with. When Tig had complained as a teen about getting ready for prom, saying that all her
friends had appointments for up-dos, her mother had said, “What a colossal waste of time and
money. I hope you know by now that beauty is about a little lip-gloss and a joie de vivre.”
Tig believed that lesson, alone, had probably paid for her graduate school, since she'd
avoided mani-pedis, complicated hair dyes, and spa visits. It was also a lesson in self-esteem,
that self-worth cannot be bought and applied from a bottle. The unfairness that this woman from
Tig's memory, so ripe with life and possibility, could have been transformed into this husk of a
woman, made Tig feel dry by proxy.
A nurse she didn't recognize pushed a wheeled medicine cart past her mother's room and
glanced inside without expression. Tig stood, stretched her back, and rocked her neck side to
side. Her phone lay where she'd left it on top of a comforter she'd brought from home. She’d
planned to call Pete, her boyfriend, but had fallen asleep instead. Tig hit the power, the phone lit
up and displayed the time: six-thirty.
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As she leisurely compared it to the wall clock with the huge numbers, Tig whispered,
“Six-thirty? Oh my God.” She grabbed her bag and race-walked out the door and down the hall.
Before life had become impossible, she had begun her therapy hours at seven AM so that people
could get a little therapy high-five and then go to their day jobs. Every night she spent with her
mother, seven AM came sooner and sooner, and the past week had become a habit of skidding
into her office while calling her dog sitter and trying to brush her hair out with dry shampoo.
After a quick gargle in the clinic’s bathroom, Tig drove to her office and sat behind her
desk. She took a sip of coffee from a cup with Go On, I’m Listening printed on the side, because
that’s what she did as a relationship therapist: she listened.
After a busy morning of one-on-one visits, Tig was determined to finish her last day of
work, shower, walk Thatcher, and take a nap before heading back to her mother’s room. She
would wrangle her silent and invisible sister home, empty her trash and work to get her
boyfriend to understand she needed more time before following him to Hawaii for his sabbatical.
Today, the only thing that sat between Tig and the rest of her life was the fighting
Harmeyers. Jean and Newman Harmeyer, the counseling world’s most insufferable couple. Not
the couple, really. It was the husband who was insufferable...unbearable...repugnant.
"She knew exactly who I was when she married me." Newman Harmeyer cast scathing
looks at Tig and his wife Jean, the soft flesh at his jaw jiggling.
Tig assessed the couple seated across from each other in her office, more sparring
partners than teammates. She opened her mouth to speak, but Newman interrupted her. "She's the
one who's changed, nagging me about work all the time. So what if I go golfing and buy a few
rounds afterward? I always come home."
"Eventually," said Jean, and she lifted her chin.
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"It's not like I'm fooling around."
"You could be. I'd never know. I don't know what you're doing most of the time. We
never make love." To Tig, she said, "I tried to get him in for a check-up."
"I'm tired, Jean. I don't need to go to the doctor. I don't need therapy. I just need a wife
who gets it."
"Oh, I get it, all right."
Tig scrubbed her eyes under her glasses and shot a quick look at the clock on the table
between her and the angry couple on the couch across from her. Ten more minutes, and she could
say goodbye to Newman Harmeyer.
"Did you just check the time?" Newmann Harmeyer fairly spit the words at Tig.
Startled, Tig rolled her chair back a guilty inch.
"What?” he demanded. “Are we not interesting enough for you? Is that it? For Christ's
sake, Jean. Why are you wasting my time?”
Tig blinked hard, but, as irritated as she was, she glanced at Jean Harmeyer's tasteful,
pained expression and opened her mouth to apologize.
Newman took advantage of Tig's hesitation, and launched into his next tirade. "You'd
rather go home, would you? Get on with your day?" With a disgusted shake of his head, he said,
"Ridiculous."
The sneer in his voice sliced though Tig's veneer, rattling the thinning tolerance that
caged her indignation. She heard her mother's voice from her youth, "Girls, I am on my last
nerve."
Tig slid her gaze away from Jean Harmeyer’s stiff face, turned her attention to Newman
Harmeyer, then narrowed her eyes. "I apologize to both of you for my inattention. I have had a
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difficult week. My mother has been very ill. That said, I think we should call it quits before
either of us says something we might regret," she said in her most precise psychologist’s
distinction.
Newman Harmeyer had the bearing of the playground bully, cocky with a history of
successful intimidation in his portfolio. "I'm paying you to listen to me, not whine about your
mother. You got something to say to me? Because now's the time. We won't be back to this
dump." He gestured dismissively around her small windowed office with the overly sympathetic
spider plant and silent, easy-to-spill-your-guts on couch.
In that moment, Tig thought about her lovely, kind, mother who was now anxious and
confused in a nursing home, while this man was free to berate and abuse as he saw fit. As if from
above, Tig saw herself, sitting in her own office, being treated like a naughty child by this vile
man. In that second, a second she would regret later, she felt the foggy sleep deprivation clear
and the blanket of fatigue that shrouded her courage lift. She felt sure the universe was giving her
permission to take a good healthy swing.
Tig pivoted in her padded office chair to squarely face Newman Harmeyer. She saw he
had the childlike glee of a boxer briefly free of the ropes, just before the knockout punch.
Tig leveled her shoulders and squinted. "Seriously, Mr. Harmeyer, your problems couldn't
keep an insomniac awake." She paused and watched as the dimmer switch behind his eyes
ratcheted up a few degrees. "I didn't need the last six months to get the picture. I get it. Your wife
gets it. Every clichéd, old, desperate man in the universe gets it. Your wife is more competent
than you, more attractive than you, and makes more money than you, so you’re having a mid-life
tantrum. But you won't admit that. Instead, you take it out on her by drinking, detaching from the
family, and denigrating your marriage. You are doing everything but actually having an affair,
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which would allow Jean to divorce you without guilt."
With a shaky hand, Tig stood and smoothed her black trousers, tucked the yellow legal
pad under her arm, and put herself between her desk and the stunned couple. Shut up, Tig. Shut
up, she thought, but she couldn’t stop. It was as if she was defending her mother, her client, and
herself when she added, “And you’re a prick. Tig met Newman Harmeyer's shocked look
without flinching, despite being aware of the heat creeping into her cheeks.
Newman said, "What?" and hauled himself to his full height.
Tig squared her shoulders. "Here's a piece of advice for free. Why don't you join the
Peace Corps and spend some time with people who have real problems? While you're at it, get
down on your knees and thank the Lord that this amazing woman over here hasn't divorced your
sloppy, reptilian self."
Newman Harmeyer clenched his right fist and took a step closer. Tig. She noticed the
vein at his temple and reflexively took a step back, glanced at her desk telephone, and gauged the
distance.
Surprising Tig, he turned on his heel, took the two steps to the office door, wrenched it
open, and let it swing wide and crash against the wall. He looked at Tig and back again at his
wife, and hissed,
"Come on, Jean."
As if she were slowly waking up, Jean Harmeyer stood and followed her husband, nearly
colliding with him as he stopped to say with a gritty grin, "You just lost your job, missy." With
his eyes on Tig he walked through the door and narrowly missed the doorframe with his shoulder
but caught the cell phone secured on his hip, inadvertently throwing it back into the room. The
couple stopped and stared at the disobedient device, seeming to balance its electronic value in
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their lives against the value of the perfect, righteously indignant exit. It was a neck-and-neck
competition.
Finally, with a slight tilt to her lips, Jean Harmeyer disappeared through the doorway
while her husband bent and reached for his phone. After missing with the first pass, he tucked his
tie beneath his belly and made another swipe. Phone in hand, he gestured with significant force
and spittle, saying, "You're going to need a lawyer."
After a long moment, Tig grasped her desk and dropped her head. The abrupt quiet in the
room was interrupted by the incessant beep of a delivery tuck backing up outside the coffee shop
next door. Tig pulled her dark hair up and away from her face and neck and held it briefly before
letting it swing down and brush her cheeks. Tig read the simple reminder taped to her desk.
1. You count, too.
She peeled the note from her desk, carefully placed it in her large leather bag, and
watched her shaking hand as she pushed the zero to connect to the receptionist. "Macie? Have
the Harmeyers left?"
Macie's pixie voice popped through the speaker. "Oh, I heard them. He bitched all the
way out the door. I don't know what you said, but he is pissed." Macie extended the word pissed
for emphasis.
Tig rested her head in her hand. "I doubt they'll need a referral to another therapist. They
won't be back."
"Don't count Mrs. Harmeyer out. She had a killer look on her face and she rescheduled
for herself."
“She did? Wow, good. Maybe she’ll stand up to him after all.” Tig paused and then said,
"Give me a few minutes to get myself together and then, can you dial the business office at my
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mother's nursing home?"
“Sure Dr. Monahan, take as long as you need.”
Before hanging up, she added, "By the way, where can I get that bumper sticker your
brother has?"
"Mean people suck?"
"No, the other one: Horn Broken, Look for Finger. I think that might be my new motto."

To read more and purchase, click here:
https://amzn.to/2BYwNzd
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Chapter 1
THE MOMENT she walked in, Daphne knew she was doomed. The store was
pretty much deserted …even on a rainy Monday night in April with a
lackluster basketball season dribbling to a close and most of the hit TV shows
in presweeps rerun. She gazed out on row upon row of bookshelves—pale
oak that gleamed under fluorescent lighting designed to resemble the kind of
opaque hanging fixtures seen in old-fashioned public libraries and
apothecaries. There were only a handful of browsers, most of them huddled
over steaming mugs in the café section with their faces submerged in books.
Oh Lord, not again. Daphne took a deep breath, holding herself tightly
clenched to keep from darting an apologetic glance at her husband. Roger
would need no reminding that he’d sacrificed his monthly poker game with
the other doctors in his practice to ferry her all the way out here for this.
Stepping away from the puddle that had gathered on the corrugated black
rubber mat just inside the door, she felt the mean pinch of a long-forgotten
memory: the ancient public library in her hometown of Miramonte, where as
a child she’d had to balance on tippy-toes to reach the top shelf, and the
loudest noise was the smack of Miss Kabachnik’s forcefully applied rubber
stamp. Back then. Daphne would sooner have drunk out of the drinking
fountain after Skeet Walker had spit into it than dare keep a book past its
return date, and thus invoke Herr Kabachnik’s wrath ……and that’s just how
she felt now, coming in out of the rain, her heart rising in her throat like water
nearing its floodmark: as if she were about to be publicly humiliated.
Proof of what lay ahead stood at the far end of the store, in the open
carpeted area between the children’s and cookbook sections: five rows of gray
metal folding chairs, six to a row, each one as empty as a faithless lover’s
heart.
The assistant manager looked as if he, too, would rather be anywhere but
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here in Port Chester, Long Island, hosting yet another poorly attended event
for yet another obscure author. Clearly, a show of enthusiasm wasn’t part of
the deal.
Daphne felt a stone of panic lodge in her throat. The young man offered
her a handshake as limp and clammy as the coat she was struggling out of.
That company-manual smile of his, she thought, might have been coming at
her from behind the cash register at a McDonald’s. Scarlet clusters of acne
stood out on his cheeks, and his glasses, retro Buddy Holly, were smudged at
the corners where he was fiddling with them.
But even as he was giving her the lowdown—something about Mrs.
Temple, the manager, being home with the flu and sending her apologies for
not being able to make it—his eyes kept straying toward Roger, at the
moment engaged in thoroughly shaking out their umbrella. He thumped it
hard against the doormat, twice, then once more for good measure, before
carefully fastening the Velcro tab and dropping it into the bucket by the
security gate.
Daphne was used to people deferring to Roger. Her husband’s size and
authoritative presence commanded attention like a drumroll. She half
expected the assistant manager to salute. “Anyway, you’re right on time,” the
boy said, flicking his gaze back to her. “We’re all set up for you in back.”
“Yes, I can see that. But I’m afraid there’s been some sort of
misunderstanding.” She was careful to strike a friendly, relaxed tone. “My
publicist was supposed to have called. I asked that no chairs be set out until
we had more of a … a feel for the turnout.”
The boy absently probed a zit on his chin. “I don’t know about that,” he
said. “All I know is Mrs. Temple told me to put out the chairs. You are giving
a reading, right? Anyway, that’s what it says in the bulletin.”
Roger leaned over to give the boy’s shoulder a fatherly pat. “Hour and
some in the pouring rain on the expressway, I don’t imagine a few empty
chairs are going to scare us off.” He chuckled, a bit too heartily. “You’ve read
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it, of course? Her novel?”
He flashed the kid his patented pediatrician’s smile. It was the same
manner Daphne had once watched her husband use to coax a giggle from a
traumatized six-year-old with a broken arm. It worked like a charm on
mothers, too. Roger seemed to know instinctively when to listen and soothe
…and when to firmly seize the upper hand with a hysterical mom who was
only making things worse. He even looked reassuring: as big and solidly built
as a brick church, with thick graying hair that swooped back dramatically
from his imposing forehead. Now, leaning forward slightly, he added in a
voice low with meaning, “In case you missed it, Walking After Midnight got a
starred review in Publishers Weekly.”
In that moment, Daphne nearly turned around and walked back out into
the pouring rain. She wasn’t sure she could bear it, not tonight, his blustering
attempt at leavening what was so clearly a hopeless situation.
“Good heavens, who has time to read all these books?” She smiled too
warmly at the clueless assistant manager, glancing at the badge pinned to his
lapel. Leonard. “I’d consider it a personal favor, though, Leonard,” she went
on in her most reasonable voice, the voice she used when coaxing Jennie into
her car seat or convincing Kyle that letting his sister hog the VCR with her
beloved Aristocats would be a better bet for him in the end than if he bullied
her into the Power Rangers, “…if you’d take down some of those chairs. It’s
obvious we won’t be needing so many.”
The reading had been set for eight. It was already five past, and on her
way in, slogging across a parking lot that had become a marsh, Daphne hadn’t
noticed any velvet ropes holding back the fans that any minute would come
spilling through the door.
Leonard shrugged, consulting his black Swatch. Something in the
impatient flick of his wrist just then made her think of her husband. Not just
Roger, but every man who’d ever made her feel this way: as if her every
request, however small, had to be served up on a bed of apologies and
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feminine wiles. Where had she learned to behave this way? From Daddy, she
supposed. In the gingerbread house by the sea, where she and her sisters had
kowtowed to their father like the servant girls in the fairy tales he’d read
aloud to them when they were little. Not the watered-down Hans Christian
Andersen versions, but the original tales from an earlier, more bloodthirsty
century, in which the heads of Bluebeard’s wives were revealed in gruesome
detail, and Cinderella’s ugly stepsisters hacked off their toes to squeeze into
the glass slipper.
Her mind’s eye formed a picture of her father seated in the brocade wing
chair by the fireplace with his head bent over the heavy leather-bound volume
in his lap. The light from the fringed silk lamp shade played over his long
surgeon’s hand as he slid it lengthwise between the gilt-edged pages with the
careful slicing motion he’d taught them, counseling, A dog-eared book is the
sign of a lazy, undisciplined person. His hair, the pale amber of the single
scotch and water he allowed himself each night before supper, was thinning
on top and every so often he stroked it carefully as if to make sure it hadn’t
deserted him altogether. One long gabardine-clad leg crossed languorously
over the other as the words rolled off his tongue—rich, fulsome, shiverinducing.
The day after tomorrow she and Roger and the kids were flying out to
California for her parents’ fortieth wedding anniversary. Her sisters would be
there, along with members of their extended family from across the country.
Daphne suddenly couldn’t wait. It felt as if everything she treasured most was
tied up in the big gabled house on Agua Fria Point, where little had changed
in the years since she’d left for college. Like the stories contained in the
volumes lining the mahogany bookcase in her father’s study, their yellowing
pages rustling like autumn leaves in the twilight of a seemingly endless
golden summer, a summer of sandy bathing suits slung over the porch railing
and peeling sunburns and homemade lemonade by the gallon.
As if from a distance, she heard the assistant manager say, “There’s
usually a few who show up late, though like, you know, the regulars …the
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ones you can pretty much count on.”
Daphne nodded. The same loyal handful who showed up at every one of
her readings: pensioners eager to be entertained as long as it didn’t cost a
dime, the pony-tailed grad student who considered it his moral duty to support
a member of the literary underclass, the would-be novelists desperate for any
thread of hope she might have to offer, however slender. And like a fleck of
gold amid the silt, the occasional voice piping, “Miss Seagrave, I’ve read all
your books. It’s such an honor to meet you.”
There were never more than a dozen or so. She simply wasn’t that kind
of author. Though generally reviewed well, her novels had never been on any
best-seller list. Her tales of family unrest, and the quiet desperation that can
lie at the heart of a seemingly fulfilled life, sold only enough copies to
provide her publisher with a legitimate excuse to offer her a contract for the
next book.
At this particular moment, though, Daphne would have traded half her
modest advance for a single warm body. A lonely widower looking to kill an
hour. A starry-eyed hopeful with a drawerful of rejection slips at home. A
tired shopper stopping to rest his or her feet. Anyone. Anyone at all.
Her husband even.
But Roger was already wandering off in the direction of the biography
section. She watched his back, the tectonic shift of its broad flat planes under
his tweed blazer, the way he pitched from side to side as big men do—as if
merely assuming that whoever stood in his path must either step aside or fall
in behind him. Don’t you dare, she called to him in silent outrage. Don’t you
dare leave me stranded.
She caught up with him by a freestanding aisle displaying every kind of
computer title imaginable—all of which appeared to be geared toward a fifthgrade mentality. When Roger turned to offer a smile—more patronizing than
encouraging, it seemed to her—Daphne’s cheeks burned.
“Don’t worry. You’ll do just fine,” he reassured her.
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“How can you say that?” she hissed under her breath. “You’re not the
one swinging in the wind here. Roger, I can’t do this alone.”
He gently shook his large shaggy head. Daphne distinctly recalled when
they’d first met, back in college. Fittingly enough, Roger had been her TA in
Logic I. Only a few years older, he’d nonetheless struck a professorial stance
even back then. All he’d needed were a pipe and leather elbow patches to
complete the picture. Once, when she’d asked his help on a take-home exam,
he’d been as exasperated with her inability to grasp what, to him, was so
abundantly clear as she had with the questions themselves. “Don’t you see?
Without A and B there is no C,” he’d cried in frustration at one point.
What had attracted her to him? Ironically, the very solid predictability
she now found so irritating. After Johnny, there had been only the pain, each
day blending into the next like waves overlapping one another in a vast,
uncharted sea. Roger had provided an anchor. Something to hold her in place
whenever the sharp tugs of memory threatened to set her adrift.
Johnny …
The clear image she’d carried for so long had faded, like a wallet photo
creased and worn from handling; in its place was a mosaic of fleeting
impressions and sense memories. The faint acrid scent of the Winstons he
smoked. The self-conscious way he smiled, more like a sneer, to hide his
crooked front teeth. The low cynical laugh that came from a place inhabited
by someone far older than seventeen, someone who wore his jeans tight when
everyone else at Muir High was into baggy, and didn’t give a rat’s ass if he
got heat—as if anyone would dare—about his motorcycle boots and the army
jacket that was more his uniform than that of the older brother who’d gotten
his guts blown out in Nam.
Daphne took a deep breath to ward off the memories, and turned her
attention to Roger. He wasn’t unkind, she told herself. He wasn’t abandoning
her. Hadn’t he forgone his poker game to drive her all the way out to Port
Chester in the pouring rain?
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“Last time, six people showed up, and every one went away satisfied,”
he recalled, annoyingly accurate as always. “Anyway, I’m not going
anywhere. Just give a shout if you need me.”
Daphne cast a panicked glance at the empty chairs, which Leonard was
in the process of folding and stacking against the wall. He seemed in no
particular hurry, and was making more noise than a brass band clanging its
way up Fifth Avenue.
She clutched Roger’s arm in desperation. “Sit with me,” she pleaded
under her breath. “Just for a few minutes. Until at least one other person
shows up. That’s all I ask.”
He patted her hand in a gesture of fond indulgence. “I’ll stay right where
you can see me. I promise. I won’t even duck into the men’s room.”
“It’s not you I’m worried about,” she whispered, squeezing his arm
harder than she’d intended, hard enough to make him wince, “I’m the one
who’s going to look like a fool.”
“You could never look like a fool.”
“Easy for you to say.”
A faint look of annoyance creased his broad face. “Really, Daphne,” he
admonished gently. “You’re a serious author, not some fly-by-night pulp
sensation. No one whose opinion matters expects you to hold court for a
cheering crowd.”
“Roger, I am not talking about a crowd. Just one friendly face.” Daphne
hated the way she sounded, as if she were begging, like when three-year-old
Jennie pleaded with Daphne to walk her, not just to the door of her nursery
school, but all the way inside.
Roger stood with his head bent as if in contemplation, lightly stroking
the bridge of his nose between his thumb and forefinger. “It’s the principle of
the thing,” he explained with elaborate patience. “You don’t need anyone to
hold your hand. What you need is to have more confidence in yourself.”
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Suddenly, it was her father’s voice she was hearing. Stand up straight,
shoulders back, you’ll never get anyone to notice you walking all hunched
over like that. She could see Daddy as if he were standing before her now—
lean, handsome, impatient in the way of someone who knows there is only
one correct way of doing something: his way. She saw the bony ridge of his
nose and the muscles belting his wiry forearms, his carbon-blue eyes as sharp
as the instruments he used on cadavers no more equipped to resist his iron
will than his family had been. She supposed her father, like Roger, had had
only her best interests at heart, but at fourteen, painfully conscious of her flat
chest and mouthful of metal, the last thing on earth she’d wanted was to be
noticed. Even now, more than twenty years later, she could feel herself
stiffening in resistance, as if Daddy’s thumbs were pressing into her shoulder
blades, attempting to pry her upright.
Roger was right, she told herself. What was there to be ashamed of? She
was an accomplished author as well as wife and mother. A woman who, at
thirty-nine, could still catch the eye of men half her age. And that, she thought
with a hastily scraped-up measure of pride, was without dieting or coloring
her hair—a naturally wavy chestnut that tended to frizz with the damp. She
reached up now to rake her fingers through it and could almost feel the kinks
springing up under her touch. But who would notice? Best to simply grit her
teeth and get through this with as much dignity as she could muster.
Watching her husband stroll off, his large capable hands stuffed idly in
the front pockets of his wide-wale corduroy trousers, she nevertheless felt a
wild urge to seize the nearest book—Windows 98 for Dummies—and hurl it at
him.
The ensuing ordeal turned out to be every bit as excruciating as she’d
imagined—like being skewered on a spit in one of those glass-front
supermarket rotisseries, endlessly turning. In lieu of the podium she’d
declined, she sat at a small table stacked with copies of Walking After
Midnight, on which some thoughtful employee had placed a coffee mug
stuffed with half a dozen pens. Just in case, she observed drily, there wasn’t
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enough ink in a single Bic Soft Feel for all the books her legions of hungry
fans would be lining up to have her autograph.
A few browsers glanced at her, then just as quickly looked away, as if
from a car wreck. It was like the eighth-grade dances she recalled in
agonizing detail, the hour upon hour of sitting motionless against the wall, the
muscles in her face aching from her monumental effort to keep on smiling as
if she were having a good time.
Daphne would have welcomed even the company of the pimply assistant
manager, who seemed to think it was enough just to breeze past every ten
minutes or so to see if she had everything she needed. She wanted to shriek at
him, What could I possibly need other than a two-by-four to hit you and my
husband over the head with?
Roger, engrossed in a book at the far end of the store, seemed equally
oblivious to her torment.
Daddy would never have left Mother stranded this way, she thought. As
strict as he’d been with his daughters, he was always tender and solicitous
with their mother. Courtly, even. Mother and Daddy had always been the envy
of their friends. Well, they must be doing something right. Forty years, she
thought. Daphne tried to imagine celebrating her fortieth anniversary with
Roger, but in her present state, she wasn’t at all certain her marriage would
last beyond tonight.
Her gaze strayed once more to Roger, who now was chatting with
someone he appeared to know—a woman with short blond hair, not especially
pretty, but attractive in the way of suburban wives who jogged five miles
before breakfast and drove into Manhattan every other month to have their
hair professionally styled. She was smiling at some comment Roger had
made, her head slightly cocked, wearing an expression that brought to mind a
word Daphne associated with romance novels: coquettish.
Watching them, Daphne felt herself grow even more tense. Roger
seemed in no hurry to get back to the book tucked leisurely under one arm.
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Nor did he so much as glance Daphne’s way. If this woman was such a friend,
why didn’t he bring her over and introduce her to his wife? Roger didn’t have
a moment to spare for her, but seemed to have all the time in the world for
someone he barely knew.
Fuming inside, she watched him lean into the bookcase, draping his arm
over the uppermost row of books the way she imagined he might have, at age
fifteen, slung it over the back of his date’s seat in a movie theater as a
preliminary to working his way down to her shoulders.
Five minutes slipped into ten before the woman glanced regretfully at
her watch. She said something to Roger and was turning to go when he
slipped her his business card. Surreptitiously, it seemed to Daphne. Or was
she just imagining the furtiveness with which it flickered between them
before being swallowed up by the woman’s navy Chanel bag?
Daphne felt as if a car she was riding in had hit a pothole, jarring her so
hard she could feel it in her tightly clenched jawbone. Was Roger working up
to some sort of—
Her mind refused to form the words, but the wave of panic spreading
through her said it all. Even so … an affair? Roger? It didn’t seem likely.
A fractured memory teased at the edges of her mind—she’d been what?
Eight … nine?—of a dark room, perfumed fur tickling her cheek. There had
been party sounds down the hall, and a couple silhouetted in the doorway …
She wanted to cover her eyes now as she had then. Silly, she scolded
herself. You’re overreacting because you’re upset with Roger.
“Excuse me. Miss Seagrave?”
Daphne looked up at the elderly woman who’d appeared before her,
clutching a copy of her book. Small, gray, shopworn, she stood hunched over
as if apologizing for taking up space—the kind of person, Daphne suspected,
who, when someone cut ahead of her in line, chose to remain silent rather
than kick up a fuss. She glanced at the photo on the back, then back at
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Daphne, and sighed before reluctantly placing the book back on the pile.
“It is you,” she exclaimed, one hand fluttering to a cheek rosy with
unaccustomed excitement. “Oh, heavens, I don’t know what to say. I’m so
honored to meet you! I’ve read every single one of your books. In fact,” she
leaned forward as if about to share some highly confidential piece of
information, “I’d have to say you’re my favorite author. Next to Iris Murdoch,
that is.”
“Thank you.” Daphne mustered a smile. “That’s the nicest compliment
I’ve gotten all evening.”
The woman glanced about, and for a stricken moment Daphne wondered
if she was going to make mention of the fact that she was the only one paying
her any compliments, but the enraptured fan only murmured, “I was afraid I’d
be too late. That you’d leave as soon as the reading was over. But here you
are. I’m Doris, by the way. Doris Wingate.”
“Nice to meet you,” said Daphne, reaching across the table to shake a
soft, shy hand. “Would you like me to autograph a book for you?”
The color in Doris’s cheeks deepened to an alarming shade of red. “Oh.
Well. I didn’t mean … but, of course, how stupid of me, you’re here to sell
books. I wish … but, you see, I check everything out of the library.”
Anxious to relieve the poor woman’s misery, Daphne confided in a low
voice, “I know just what you mean. I get away to the library whenever I can. I
have two kids, three and seven, and it can get a bit hectic around my house at
times.” The two women shared a knowing smile, and Daphne saw Doris’s
hunched shoulders relax ever so slightly. On impulse, she reached into the
shoulder bag at her feet. From her wallet, she extracted two bills, a twenty and
a five, which she then slipped into the topmost copy of Walking After
Midnight. Scrawling a few words on the title page, she handed it to Doris.
“Here. This one’s on me.”
The old woman stared in disbelief before slowly extending a trembling
hand to accept what might as well have been the holy grail. “Oh. My. I don’t
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know what to say. This … this is the nicest thing anyone’s ever done for me.”
She looked as if she was about to cry.
Daphne felt a wave of uneasy sympathy. Would she one day be reduced
to this: an old woman grateful for any crumb tossed her way? Any small sign
that she was worthy of notice, of time and money spent on her behalf?
Someone like …
Mother …
She quickly brushed away the thought. Her mother wasn’t like this
woman at all. And neither was she. I’ll talk to Roger. Let him know exactly
how I feel.
As soon as she was able to make her escape, and they were alone in the
car, inching along the Long Island Expressway, Daphne confronted her
husband.
“Who was that woman I saw you talking to?”
“What woman?” He flipped the turn signal, and eased into the next lane.
“You seemed awfully friendly with one another.”
Roger flashed her a grin. “I don’t believe it. You’re jealous? Of
Maryanne Patranka?”
“Now we’re getting somewhere.”
“She’s the mother of a former patient. Haven’t seen her in years.” Roger
drummed on the steering wheel, a nervous habit of his. He hadn’t mentioned
slipping Maryanne his card. If she was only a professional acquaintance, it
wouldn’t make sense, their staying in touch. Unless …
“You might have introduced me,” she remarked coolly. “It would have
been nice just to have the company. It wasn’t as if I had anything better to
do.”
“You sold one book, I noticed,” he hedged. “That’s something.”
Daphne didn’t tell him the book had been a gift. She suddenly couldn’t
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bear the idea of his knowing. Of appearing foolishly sentimental in his eyes.
Even desperate. If she gave up any more ground than she already had, she’d
be treading air.
She stared out the window. The rain was still coming down hard.
Watching it crawl in dark creeks across the windshield, she found herself
thinking, perversely, not of tonight’s betrayal, or the affair Roger might or
might not be entering into, but of her satin dress and Roger’s tux at the dry
cleaner’s waiting to be picked up. Before packing for their trip to California
on Friday, she’d have Kyle, seven years old and growing like a weed, try on
his trousers to see if they needed to be let down another inch. Oh yes, and
check with her travel agent to make sure the rental car reserved for them in
San Francisco was the four-door sedan she’d requested. She’d call Kitty, too,
and ask if her sister would baby-sit the kids the afternoon of their parents’
party, so she’d be free to help with any last-minute arrangements.
This is your life, she thought. All the little routines and mundane plans
piled like bricks, one atop the other, mortared together with caution to form a
house even the big bad wolf couldn’t blow down. A house strong enough to
keep her from thinking about the life she could have had. With Johnny …
Was that the reason she mistrusted Roger? Because she herself had so
often felt guilty of being unfaithful, in mind if not in body? Did the real
reason she was so angry at him for deserting her tonight boil down to the
simple fact that all those years ago he wasn’t the one she’d chosen? Rather,
fate had chosen him for her.
Let it go, Daphne. Her mother’s voice, soothing as a cool hand against a
hot forehead. Had Mother ever felt this way? God knew she’d put up with
plenty. Daddy wasn’t the easiest, not by a long shot. But they loved one
another, truly and passionately; she was convinced of it. Forty years …
Whatever Daphne might have witnessed that long-ago night, crouched in
the closet of her parents’ bedroom, had to have been her imagination … or an
innocent embrace she’d somehow misinterpreted. And if not. Mother and
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Daddy had long since resolved any differences they might have had. While
visiting last summer, Daphne had been amused, and yes, a little embarrassed
even, by the way her parents carried on after all these years. Her mother
lighting up like a teenager when Daddy, who at sixty-seven continued to reign
as chief pathologist of Miramonte General, arrived home at the end of each
day.
“Traffic is really easing up,” Roger remarked. “We should be hitting the
tunnel in a few minutes. I’ll have us home in no time at all.”
Home. That was exactly where she wanted to be right now. But not their
Park Avenue apartment. She yearned for her room upstairs in the house on
Cypress Lane, lying on her bed gazing out the tall, salt-silvered window at the
sun setting fire to the high grass along Agua Fria Point.
Daphne saw herself walking up the front path trailed by her husband and
children. Mother emerging from the shadows onto the porch steps with one
hand cupped over her eyes to shade them from the bright sun, the other
pressed to her heart as if half expecting bad news of some kind. And Daddy,
accustomed to the kind that usually ended with a body on a stainless-steel
table in the hospital morgue, would be there to give her a quick, hard embrace
before holding her at arm’s length to exclaim gruffly, “You made it. Good.”
Tonight, riding up in the elevator alongside Roger to their penthouse on
the twenty-fourth floor, Daphne was flooded with relief, an irrational sense of
having narrowly averted some unseen disaster. She felt foolish all of a
sudden, imagining that a few minutes of embarrassment in a bookstore was
the end of the world. That Roger slipping some woman his card spelled an
affair. She ought to be grateful, grateful, for the life she had. Her husband,
and two beautiful children. Her parents, neither of whom showed any sign of
succumbing to old age. Her sister, Kitty. And yes, even Alex.
Yet the moment she walked in to find their baby-sitter on the phone
wearing a troubled look, some deep instinct told Daphne that she hadn’t
averted a disaster after all, that whatever it was, she was about to receive
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some very bad news. She felt it in her gut … even before Susie held out the
receiver to her as if it were a small, vicious animal that might bite, offering in
a queer, hollow voice, “It’s your sister. She sounds really upset.”
Kitty. And she wasn’t merely upset. She was hysterical, gasping for
breath between sobs, barely able to speak. And even when Daphne began to
grasp what Kitty was saying, it made no sense. No sense at all. Her sister’s
words were like the rain dribbling down the darkened window she faced with
the receiver pressed hotly to her ear.
“Daddy. It’s Daddy,” Kitty cried from three thousand miles away.
“Mother sh-sh-shot him. The police. Took her away. Come now, Daphne. We
need you.”
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One

Everyone has secrets. Some are selﬁsh, some necessary, but all
have the potential to shred lives.
I should know. For the past year, I’ve been marinating two
secrets. I don’t know anymore if I spun them to protect others
or myself.
For the past year, I’ve alienated myself from everyone who
cares about me. I’ve sequestered myself in a repurposed garage
with only wood animals to talk to and embraced the guilt. Wellmeaning friends and family, even virtual strangers who know
what happened, tell me it’s time to move on.
They don’t understand.
In forty-seven minutes, I’ll be standing at the cemetery, commemorating the yahrzeit of my grandmother and my baby. People
will tell me it’s time to let go.
They’ll never understand.
I pinch my eyes shut and attempt to breathe through the lump
in my chest. I don’t want to go to the cemetery.
My family was never religious. My mother could probably
count on one hand the number of times she’s been to the synagogue. My grandmother held on to a few traditions, although
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I don’t think she had a frequent-visitor card to the local
temple either. It was when my grandfather died six years ago
that she seemed to ﬁnd a new connection with religion. Okay,
that’s stretching it a bit. She still didn’t go to services, but she
became strict about observing the Jewish mourning practices and
lighting Shabbat candles in honor of her late husband.
And she spelled out exactly what we were to do when she
passed. My mother was not impressed. But my mother was also
a stickler for appearances. She would enforce Grandma’s request
to the last dotted i.
So here we are.
“There you are. We need to get going.” Vale stands in the door
to our bedroom. He’s ready to go; handsome in a dark-blue suit,
a white shirt, and the yellow-and-blue tie my grandmother bought
him our ﬁrst holiday as a married couple. Back when everything
still felt possible.
“Interesting choice of tie.” My left eye twitches. I try to soften
my tone but the words escape, unchecked. “She gave it to you.”
Vale’s shoulders tip back almost imperceptibly, just enough to
make the crease across the front of his shirt pull smooth. “I know
what tie I have on. I thought she’d like it. That you’d appreciate
the sentiment.” His right eyebrow pops up, challenging me.
“I didn’t think you believed in that spirit stuff.” I mimic his
tenor. His brown eyes darken.
“Really, Maya? Today you want to pick a ﬁght? Over a tie?”
His jaw juts left, the set of his mouth leaving no question where
another mistimed comment from me will lead us. He turns and
moves toward the stairs. “I’ll be waiting in the car.”
In the bedroom, I stare at the black dress hanging on the back
of the closet door, still wrapped in the clear plastic from the dry
cleaner. I walk past it, turning slightly so my shoulder doesn’t
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brush the bag. The last time I wore it was to their funerals. I grab
the hanger and shove the dress behind the hanging clothes at the
back of the closet, then reshufﬂe my other clothes to hide it.
It’s just a dress. An expensive one, I’m sure, since it was my
mom who bought it. But it’s tainted. It has the invisible stains of
their deaths.
The horn blares. I yank a maxi from its hanger. It’s a soft, ﬂowing fabric, really more of a beach dress, especially with the waves
of blues, from light to dark. Grandma and I bought it together
two summers ago.
I slip on a pair of high-heeled sandals and tuck my hair into
a quick French knot. A swipe of mascara and lip gloss, and I’m
done. It’s the most I’m capable of.
I ease into the car and catch Vale’s pinched expression. I know
my comment about his tie is coming back.
“Interesting.” He turns away and starts the car.
He doesn’t approve. Mom won’t approve either. But Grandma
will.
We drive to the cemetery in silence. Music doesn’t seem appropriate, and conversation seems to be something neither of us
has the energy to tackle.
He turns the car into the driveway and through the large gates
of the cemetery. He hesitates at the ﬁrst fork, the silent question
sizzling between us.
I suck in air and look to the right. “Not today.”
He doesn’t state the obvious. It’s been “not today” for a year.
I visit Grandma’s grave regularly. With her, I can wallow in my
grief, then unleash my anger. I’d told her to take it easy. But she
was a stubborn old lady and had overruled me. She was an adult.
She made her own decisions. She didn’t need my protection.
It wasn’t my job to mother her.
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But it had been my job to protect my unborn baby. And I’d
failed. I can’t visit his grave because I’m afraid of the guilt, and
I’m drowning in the grief.
“Not today,” I repeat.
“Of course.” It’s barely audible over the rumble of the engine
as he pushes on the gas pedal. The car lurches forward, and my
stomach plummets. I sneak a look at Vale and wonder how we
got here.
What happened to the young us? The couple we were? The
couple that found humor in almost everything and comfort in
each other?
I need to say something.
“Remember Crazy Stan’s funeral? I’m still amazed there isn’t
a poster with our faces and a big red line through them at the
front gate.”
Vale chuckles. “True. Do you even remember what got us
giggling like that?”
I squint back in time until I capture the memory. “The Rottweiler with the kippah.”
“Oh my god, that’s right.” The corners of his mouth disappear
into dimples and his eyes crinkle.
“What possessed them to do that?”
“And how did they keep it on him?”
Vale’s smile deepens and the dimples that mushed my insides all
those years ago, work their magic again. “We used to laugh a lot.”
“We did.” The dimples push out, the crinkles smooth away.
And as quickly as it came, the moment ﬂitters out the open windows of the car, leaving a gaping stillness.
I look closer, trying to ﬁnd the man I married. The slightly
too long hair that ﬂopped when he got animated, the mischievous glint that was the innocent warning for one of his wicked
jokes.
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I reach and touch his right hand, which rests on the gearshift.
My index ﬁnger glides over the ridges of his knuckles. I want to
lace my ﬁngers through his, hold the gearshift together the way
we used to. I want to feel his comfort and know that everything
will be okay. Vale turns slightly toward me and allows a slow
smile to soften his face. But his attention stays on the narrow road
and his hand tightens underneath mine as he shifts from third
to second.
A line of cars stretches ahead of us, and we park behind
a black Tahoe. Our Audi sedan looks like a toy in the caravan
of SUVs and minivans. One other lone sedan, my mother’s
Mercedes, sits at the front of the row.
Luckily our parking spot is under the canopy of a willow tree.
I pull myself out of the car and inch closer to the tree. From here
I can see Grandma’s grave and my family standing awkwardly
around it. They can’t see me, and the only person who’s noticed
our arrival is my brother, Thomas. He acknowledges Vale then
looks at the passenger side. I see the line deepen on his brow,
and he looks back at Vale, who hitches his head in the direction
of the tree.
Traitor.
Vale walks to where I’m hiding, encircles my waist and pushes
me gently forward. “It’s okay. Come on.” His voice barely carries
over the whisper of the breeze through the feathery leaves.
“I can see ﬁne from here”
“But you’re expected up there.”
“They’ll understand.”
“Do this for her.” Does he mean Grandma or Mom? He gives
me another gentle nudge.
As I approach the group, my brother moves forward and gives
me a kiss on the cheek. Mom turns and nods, the movement serving the double duty of a hello and scrutiny. I can just barely
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make out a perfectly shaped eyebrow behind the rim of her dark
Chanel sunglasses. At least my diamond earrings and upswept
hair aren’t offensive. My father beams his welcoming smile but
stays glued to her side. Assorted friends create a semicircle
around the grave. A handful of Grandma’s octogenarian friends
ﬁll in a few open spaces.
Vale leans close, kisses my cheek, then gives my waist a youcan-do-it squeeze before moving to stand with my brother and
the rabbi by the headstone.
I linger a step outside the circle of dark, solemn faces surrounding the grave. I can’t bring myself to close her escape
route.
“Never block the path to the sea, Mims. It’s seriously bad
juju,” she’d always say. The willow rustles, and I can’t contain a
giggle.
Mom notices. She always does. She takes a half step back and
mouths, “It’s a memorial, Maya. A little respect please.”
I shoot a desperate look toward my husband. He gives me
what I’m sure was meant as a reassuring smile. It only succeeds
in making me feel more isolated.
The rabbi begins reciting the mourner’s kaddish and the
respectful hush becomes a somber silence.
By tradition, tonight we should be lighting candles and sharing
stories. Mom will light the candles, but there will be no sharing
of stories, no reminiscing.
My relationship with my mom is challenging on its best days.
But her relationship with her mother was outright belligerent.
Mom was closer to her dad—one of the few things she and I have
in common. When Grandpa died, her already tenuous relationship with her mom was stretched like an old rubber band.
I steal a look at my dad. He winks in return. He’d better be
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around for a good long time. I don’t think our mother-daughter
band has much stretch left.
I turn away from the assembled crowd and look at the view.
Grandma picked this spot herself. When we buried Grandpa six
years ago, she purchased the plot next to him and the plots on
either side, then had it written in the contract they would be laid
to rest facing the cliff and her beloved ocean.
The rabbi drones on, his voice merging with the background
noises—the rustling willow, the crashing surf below, the impatient gulls, the utter stillness of a cemetery.
How can it already be a full year? My hand touches my belly. I
try to cover the move by pulling on my dress, feigning a tugof-war with the wind. I back away from the grave and the crowd.
My mom lays a small, smooth stone on the newly placed grave
marker. My dad bends to do the same.
I take a few steps closer to the cliff and will the wind to snatch
my grief and dump it into the sea.
A voice cuts the lulling song of the breeze, “At least you made
the effort to be here.” Mom’s curt tilt of the head closes the subject on my choice of attire. “You’re just like her. She wasn’t much
for tradition either. Until recently, at least.” I bite the inside of
my lip. No need to point out that six years is outside the deﬁnition of “recent.”
A gull squawks. A wave crashes. The willow shimmies. “Ah,
don’t pay any attention to her, Mims. She was born uptight.” Grandma’s words tickle the back of my neck. As long as I can remember,
it was “us” against “them.” Them being Mom and Thomas. Dad
refused to take sides, at least openly. Grandpa was the familial
Switzerland.
“I will expect you at the reception.” Mom turns and walks off,
not waiting for an answer.
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I release the clip holding my hair. Curls blow across my face,
whipping the tears away. I shut my eyes and count to three. I hear
my mother thanking someone, then someone else, her voice
getting farther away with each count.
Car doors slam behind me, signaling that the memorial is over.
Tires crunch the gravel.
I take a half step forward. The wind grabs at my hair, twisting
curls high then dropping them to thump against my back then
up and around my head. Through the tangled mass, I look out
at the ocean. The delicate fabric of my dress twines around my
legs, and a parade of goose bumps prickles my arms.
“Where did I go wrong, Grandma? Oh god, I miss you. I
need you. I don’t know how to get past this.” I push the words
past bottled up emotions. The wind picks up again, drying the
salty drops on my cheeks.
“It’s time.” Vale touches my arm and the goose bumps reverse
direction. “Are you okay?”
I squeeze my upper arms in a protective hug. “I don’t think
I can stomach going to Mom’s. Can we go somewhere? Just the
two of us?” I turn, hopeful for a reprieve.
“She’ll be mad if you don’t show.”
“She’ll be mad if I do show. We both know I can’t live up to
her expectations.” I wave my ﬁngers open to indicate my less than
perfect appearance.
Vale watches the cars slip over the hill. He turns back, his
mouth drawn, but the softness in his eyes gives him away.
“Thank you.” I release the stranglehold on my nerves.

We sit at a table on the patio outside the Sugary Spoon, our favorite coffee shop, a block from the beach. A seagull hippity-hops
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around the tables, eyeballing every occupant in turn, looking for
the next person who will give him a tasty afternoon snack.
The summer season hasn’t started yet so the main strip is still
pretty quiet, especially on a Thursday afternoon. It’s warmer
here, without the cliff breeze, and I’m glad for my summery
dress. Vale shifts in his dark suit, removing the jacket and tie with
a relieved sigh.
The seagull hops to our table, his black beak open, his beady
eyes sizing us up.
“Are you going to ﬁnally talk about this?” Vale tosses a chunk
of his croissant to the gull, then turns to look at me.
“What this do you want to talk about?” I cringe inwardly. He’s
trying to be supportive. I know he is. They all are. But if one
more person tells me to put it behind me, to let it go, I’ll lose
what’s left of my mind.
He’s watching me. I blow into my mug, even though the liquid
isn’t hot anymore, and watch the white froth of milk swirl into a
muddy brown mess.
“It’s time to move on, Maya. For your sake. For our sake.
It wasn’t your fault.”
I force my gaze up and make eye contact.
How do I move forward when I destroyed everything? How
do I tell him that it was my fault? That I killed them both?
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) Chapter 1 )

Getting picked up once meant flirting and free drinks. Today
it meant hurrying through the airport in comfortable shoes.
I wove in and out of the slow-walkers and rushed past restaurant outposts selling breakfast, lunch, and dinner. The sweet,
buttery aroma wafting over from the gourmet popcorn shop
didn’t slow me down, but when I reached a flower stand called
Eliza’s, I paused. I could resist the bongo-like buckets overflowing with roses, carnations, sunflowers, and the assorted I-missedyou bouquets. What caught my eye was the faux-vintage signage
and the way the flowers were shielded from the imaginary sun
by an awning, all meant to mimic Victorian London. It didn’t
hurt that the stand also sold energy drinks and earbuds. Nostalgia
and irony. I resisted pulling out my camera.
My phone dinged as the carousel spit out my suitcase. I
wouldn’t make Shay wait more than a few moments for my
reply. I’d known Shay— Shayna—since the day she was born. I
remembered when she’d babbled and burped, when she’d first
walked and talked. Now she was a thumb-typing, artistic tween
who held a piece of my heart tighter than ever before, mostly
from afar.
1
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But today, and for the next week, Shay and I would be faceto-face. First, we’d reminisce about meeting in Chicago last
summer—tea at The Drake, climbing the wall at Maggie Daley
Park, the miniatures at The Art Institute, and finding our way to
the bottom of a tin of Garrett popcorn. We’d replay every detail
but save the best fun for last, recalling how the hotel’s pastry
chef let Shay decorate her own cake, which we later ate for
dinner. Then we’d tick off the rest of the list: school, Shay’s art,
friends, reality TV, and maybe, could it be possible—boys?
I couldn’t wait to see her, hug her, spend time with her.
I also couldn’t wait to leave.
Shay: Dad will be a few minutes late.
Me: Aren’t you with him?
Shay: In art class sorry. L L
Me: Ok.

Not okay. I didn’t want to spend an hour and a half alone in
the car with Miles. Shay was the bridge, the bond, the buffer. And
Shay wasn’t coming.
I paced between the signs for taxis and shuttle buses. Car after
car slowed as it passed, then kept moving, or stopped for someone else. I watched bear-hug reunions and aloof hellos. I smiled
at every woman driver who passed. I even stifled a few waves.
My insides rolled. This had to stop.
Celia would not be picking me up.
A horn beep-beeped and a white sedan pulled alongside the
curb. I slung my camera bag over my shoulder and tipped my
suitcase toward the trunk, my eyes on my old friend as he stepped
out of the car. Miles’s hair was gray and a little thin, more than
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it had been when I’d seen him a year before—or since, in the pictures he’d posted on Facebook. He’d lost weight.
I met Miles at the trunk. We reached our arms around each
other and hugged hard, but quick. Miles wasn’t just thinner, he
felt more fit than I remembered. What had been soft was now
solid. But his newfound physique couldn’t hide the lines around
his eyes. He looked tired.
“Thanks for coming all the way out here,” I said.
“Not a problem. I hope Shay texted you. She had a project to
finish for art class.” Miles shooed my hand from my suitcase
and lifted it into the trunk. “What’ve you got in here, Ted?
Bricks?”
No one in my life now called me Ted. It sounded unfinished,
yet smooth and familiar.
“Nope, just rocks.”
Miles smiled and just like that, memories broke through. Was
he remembering, as I was, our long-ago friendly teasing during
Scrabble matches and Pictionary marathons with Celia? We’d
always joked that with Celia as his wife, and my best friend, we
were practically related.
I touched his arm before I could stop myself. “Good to see
you, Mi. This is weird for us, isn’t it? To be here, I mean?”
“A little bit, yes.”
“We okay?”
“As okay as we’re going to be, Ted.”
“I would have come back sooner if you’d asked me.” I wasn’t
sure that was true. “Let’s not do this now. You being here is
important to Shay, so it’s important to me.”
“I hope that’s true.”
“If it wasn’t true, I wouldn’t be here,” I said.
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“I guess not.” Miles’s tone was soft, his words slow, leaving
space for his thoughts. And mine. “You look good.”
“Oh, God, Mi—I’m a mess. But thanks.” I knew how my hair
smashed to my head after a long airplane sleep. I had a natural
tan that sometimes hid the fact that I was thirty-nine, but not
after two flights. My skin tone was the reason most people
thought I was Italian or even Greek, not descended from the
Russian Jews who had journeyed west—which meant past
Cleveland—from New York’s Lower East Side in the 1890s.
“I have to admit, once we got used to the idea, it was exciting to think you’d be our wedding photographer. I just want
you to know that, under the circumstances, we really appreciate
everything you’re doing for us.”
Our. We. Us.
Miles and . . .
My breath caught.
Not Celia.
Violet Frank.
His fiancée.
And I was going to photograph the wedding. That’s what
Shay had wanted. That’s why I was here.
“Ready?” Miles asked.
No, I wasn’t ready at all, but within moments I was headed
toward the place that had haunted me for the past six years, the
town I grew up in, and ran from, on the day of Celia’s funeral.
Chance, Ohio, was no place for wimps.
I was on my way, regardless.

A straight stretch of rural highway connected the Robertson Regional Airport to the road leading to my hometown, tucked in
4
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the northeast corner of Union County. Or it had been a rural
highway. The last time I was here the “highway” had been two
lanes flanked by cornfields. Now the road was the blackest black
with bright yellow lines. Newly paved and painted, it was four
lanes wide. Two lanes out of town I understood, but two lanes
in? I stared out the window at the cornfields. I loved the way the
light played off the stalks at different heights, how the clouds
cast a shadow that seemed to go on for miles. But I knew that as
soon as I saw the fields, the exit would be near. Hey! Where
were my cornfields?
“There’s an outlet mall?” I hadn’t meant to say it aloud.
“I’m sure Shay will talk you into going. It’s her favorite place.
She says it has everything.”
“There’s enough space in the parking lot for—”
“For a hotel. And a water park. I know. It’s exciting, isn’t it?”
“Someone is building a hotel and a water park?”
“Not yet.”
“Who would go there?”
“Everyone,” Miles said. “There’s a new road off Route 33 now,
so it’s easy access. Small-town feel, big-town amenities. The mall
has done a lot of good things for the area, Ted. And it’s only the
beginning.”
“What are you doing? Running for mayor?” I was kidding.
Miles was not.
“No,” he said with a smile. “The county board of commissioners. Just decided yesterday!”
I could have sworn a light sparked off his front tooth.
I tried to imagine Celia as a politician’s wife, all buttoned-up
business suit, pearls, and coiffed hairdo. Nope, couldn’t picture
it. Celia was an artist, a teacher, an expert tailor. Politics, even
small-town politics, would have eaten her up and spit her out.
5
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The expectations, the gossip, the mandatory mingling. Or maybe
Celia would have changed its landscape with her caring conversations and handmade clothes. I shivered. It didn’t matter what
kind of political wife Celia would have been or what she could
have done. Violet would be the one on the campaign trail.
“So, how’s your life?”
“It’s good. Lots of traveling, lots of interesting people.”
Miles drummed the steering wheel.
“What’s it really like working for Simon Hester?”
People always wanted to know about Simon “The Hotel
Man” Hester. He had landed on at least one big most-eligiblebachelor or best-dressed list per year since he was twenty-five,
almost twenty-five years ago. That kept some women interested
in him. At first, that had kept me from being interested.
“I like working for Simon.”
“I saw that write-up in San Francisco Magazine.”
“You get San Francisco Magazine?”
“There’s this thing called the Internet now. And yes, we have
a real copy too. You’re a celebrity.”
“Hardly. I take pictures of some celebrities and some fancy
places. The Hester hotels have an A-list clientele. That’s thanks
to Simon, not me.”
“That article had more than a few paragraphs about you.”
It was all part of Simon’s branding. He bragged about—
promoted, he had said— all the weddings and corporate events
we handled, and how I shot the most impor tant ones. Since
A-listers always want to be considered most impor tant, they
started requesting me as their photographer.
“The article was about modern hoteliers.” I shouldn’t have
used that word—it made me sound like an industry insider.
Which I was. I just didn’t want to sound like one around Miles.
6
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Not yet, anyway. “I wasn’t the only one mentioned in the article.
Or in the photo. You remember me because you know me. Just
like the other people in the photo. Everyone who knows them
thinks they’re famous too. Believe me, none of us are.”
“Well, you were the only one from ‘a small town in Ohio.’ It
would have helped our image if they had mentioned Chance by
name.”
Chance had an image?
“So, no problem getting away, with your schedule and all?
That article made Hester sound like kind of a hard-ass. But I
guess you’d have to be . . .”
“Simon’s a very nice man. I’ve told you that before.” There
was a time I’d have talked to Miles about Simon for real, but that
time had passed. “No, it wasn’t a problem at all. Nothing for Shay
would ever be a problem.”
It hadn’t been a problem. It had been a nightmare.
I’d never taken off so much time before, and now I was handing over supervision of two weekends of weddings in New York
and San Francisco, weddings that had been booked more than
a year in advance. I’d rescheduled outdoor photo shoots at our
new resort in Scottsdale and had canceled models, wardrobe,
and makeup in Denver. I’d sweet-talked my assistant, Annie,
into making the calls for me and for helping me find the perfect
apology gifts, likely gourmet meals or spa ser vices, for the wedding couples. Luckily, the corporate attorneys were loophole
experts.
Back in San Francisco, I’d color-coded and organized everything, then e-mailed with cc and bcc, fi nally backing up to an
external drive and the cloud. I was ready to leave for eight days.
Then, this morning over coffee, Simon had thrown a curveball
into my game plan. But I wasn’t going to think about that now.
7
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What mattered was that I’d promised Shay I’d come home,
and I had.
“Where’s your favorite hotel?” Miles asked.
“I don’t have a favorite.”
Miles wanted an answer. They always did. “I always like
Aspen in the summer. Palm Springs is always nice in the winter.”
“Too bad we only have Nettie’s on Lark.”
“I’ll love staying at Nettie’s. It’s full of memories.”
“I don’t know about that. It’s been renovated, but it’s not a
hotel at all, you know. You’re in for a DIY vacation.”
As long as DIY included decent cell reception, I’d be fine. I
pulled out my phone. I’d just hold it. In case an urgent message
came through. I needed to check in with Annie, but really, after
the two flights all I wanted was a bath, a drink, and a nap before
seeing Shay.
“If you need to check in with work, I don’t mind,” Miles said.
“You can tell your boss about the land if you want.”
I didn’t know if Miles was kidding and didn’t ask. “No, it’s
fine. Tell me what’s new with Shay.”
“You text her all the time, I’m sure you know all about her
art class. She’s really enjoying it.”
“She’s a natural.”
Miles glanced at me. “I know.”
A lump grew in my throat. “How are your parents?” I asked.
“Excited about the wedding. Yours?”
“They’re in Portland now.”
“Celia always admired their adventurous spirit. Sometimes
I think she envied it.”
I shrugged. “I guess.”
We’d pass one more cornfield and then exit the highway,
while most cars would keep going and going toward bigger
8
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towns or parts unknown. But again, not a stalk in sight. Out of
the rich soil grew a Cineplex. My stomach lurched. I pressed my
lips together as we rounded the exit, drove past the gas stations
and string of fast-food drive-thrus that our exit was previously
known for. Last Exit for 50 Miles. Then just over four miles
down the road, we turned left onto Main Street. The stoplight
was red.
There was a stoplight in Chance? Until I was twelve, there
wasn’t even a stop sign.
“I can’t believe this.”
“Not the Chance you remember, huh, Ted?”
“No. It’s—”
“Progress.”
I should have agreed. I should have been happy. But this
seemed wrong. Main Street looked posh. Preppy, even. The
Chance I knew was gritty on the outside, pretty on the inside.
The place I knew didn’t have filigreed street signs so glossy they
looked freshly painted—or lampposts to match. And what was
with the overflowing baskets of fuchsia impatiens dangling
from them? And the awnings. Forest-green awnings decorated
every window and doorway from the computer doctor on one
corner to the eye doctor on the other. Where were the mismatched signs that had been there my whole life? Those had
made sense, announcing goods and ser vices, not flaunting a designer color scheme.
It was as if Chance had turned its back on itself.
I stared at the storefronts. I had never noticed the marble
arches between the businesses, or how the ivy trailed across
the bricks and along the bottom of the windows. I snapped a few
pictures with my phone so I could study them later, before coming back with my camera.
9
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“I’d love to see Shay tonight. Just a quick visit? I want to go
to sleep early, but . . .”
“It’s Gallery Night for her summer art class. That’s why she
had to stay back, to set up her sculpture. She wants you to come,
of course. I’ll pick you up.”
“Tonight? Really?”
“You can’t say no, Ted. She’s over the moon that you’ll be
there.”
“Right. Of course. Of course I’ll go.”
Crap.
That didn’t give me much time to check in with Annie, unpack, shower, change clothes, apply a little makeup. It gave me
no time to just be in Chance without seeing people I knew. People
I’d left behind. Exhaustion swept through me. Was that what
accounted for my hallucination? As Miles cruised past the alley
where Celia and I had hidden to smoke cigarettes the summer
before we’d started high school, I could swear I saw her standing with her back against the brick wall, a grown-out perm (an
ill-fated attempt to have hair like mine) pulled up in a ragged
ponytail. And there I was, sitting cross-legged on the ground with
pack of Parliaments in my lap. We’d thought no one knew what
we were doing, but we were grounded. Twice.
My arms and legs tingled, almost itched. Curls crept across
my forehead like spiders. The air from the A/C burned my eyes,
and the vibrations from Miles tapping the steering wheel pricked
my nerves. I felt the ripples and stitching in the leather seatback
through my no-wrinkle dress.
Since when was I the goddamn Princess and the Pea?
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Mistakes were made. The first wasn’t even something I did; it was only
a germ of an idea, fleeting but infectious. I had just sat on the toilet
and was mulling over the day’s to-dos and why-didn’t-Is when a single
thought shot past all the rest:
I want out.
Maybe it was the photo I had seen on my phone moments earlier.
One of my college friends was on vacation yet again, and had posted a
shot of the vast Caribbean horizon beyond her sandy, pedicured toes.
A novel was on her lap, closed to highlight the cover (and, presumably,
her sculpted thighs). The caption noted that a cabana boy had fetched
the cocktail she was holding in her free hand.
I glanced down at my own legs, which were not so much toned
as two-toned. I had recently read that making it through mothering
alive required putting on your own oxygen mask before assisting others. Alas—I had failed to make the connection between survival and
sunscreen.
But my sudden desire to be somewhere else was probably less envy
and more the result of my second child screaming through the halfinch gap where the bathroom door failed to meet the frame. “Mommy!
Mom! Maaahhhmaaay!”
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“Miles, can I not have one whole minute of peace?” The answer to
this wasted breath of a question would remain no for another twelve
years and two months—not that I was counting. “Go attempt to wake
your father up.”
The knob twisted. Then the door flung open and there stood my
son, tight fists resting on his narrow hips. His face was contorted with
a mix of lingering rage and the fresh pleasure of ratting out his older
sister. “Stevie called me Rumpleforeskin!” he announced.
Still perched on the toilet, I turned and tucked my chin to my
shoulder to stifle a laugh. When I had composed myself, I looked over
at him. “Well, that’s a silly thing to say. What do I always tell you about
how to respond to someone who’s mean to you?”
He smiled angelically. “Punch them in the tenders?”
“Sweetheart, if you do that and tell people I told you to, you’re
going to end up living with Cookie.”
His face immediately crumpled and he began to cry. It was true that
my mother-in-law, Riya, who preferred to be identified as a baked good
rather than a grandmother, smothered my children to the point of terror
when she bothered to see them. Still—Miles’ tears were a reminder of
the microscopic line between being six and having borderline personality disorder.
“Oh, sweetie, come on. Just ignore Stevie,” I said, as though the
four hundredth time I uttered this advice would be the one that finally
stuck. “Go pour yourself a bowl of cereal.”
“I want waffles,” he said, sniffling. His cheeks, which bore the high
color of indignation, were streaked with glossy tear trails. I would have
pulled him to me and hugged him, but I hadn’t wiped yet.
Instead, Miles stalked off, leaving the door wide open. It was just
far enough away that I couldn’t close it myself, so I quickly reached
beside me. My fingers landed on a cardboard roll where paper should
have been. The basket beside the toilet was empty.
2
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I needed someone to trek to the dungeon, as my children referred
to our basement, and retrieve toilet paper.
“Miles!” I called. “Come back!”
Radio silence.
I decided to try my daughter instead. “Stevie! . . . Stevie?”
Still no response. I was ready to revert to yodeling empty threats
into the hallway when Sanjay appeared. He wrinkled his nose. “What
died?”
Romance, I thought. But instead of saying this, I reached behind me
and flushed, which sent toilet water spraying everywhere. Who needed
a bidet when you had decades-old plumbing? “Good morning to you,
too. Can you please get me some toilet paper?”
Sanjay shook his head, which had yet to produce a single gray hair.
At thirty-nine, his stomach was still as flat as the day we met sixteen
years earlier. His bronze skin was nearly as unlined as it had been then,
too. Only the dark half-moons beneath his eyes hinted at a string of
midlife disappointments. “We ran out yesterday.”
I stared at him. “And you just decided to tell me that now?”
“I told you we were low last week, Penelope,” he said, and since he
was using my full name, I knew he was officially annoyed. “Remember?”
I did not.
“I didn’t have a chance to remind you again last night, because you
were passed out by nine,” he added.
Yes, yes, I was, because I had been up at two the night before to
change Miles’ pee-soaked sheets. And the night before that, I had stared
at the ceiling for nearly an hour, wondering if whatever material had
been used to make it look as though we were sleeping a few feet beneath
the moon would give us mesothelioma. A popcorn ceiling, our Realtor
had called it when we bought the house. Sanjay had purchased a mask
and spraying solution and a special scraping tool, and stood on a ladder
with his neck bent backward for eight minutes before giving up. I had
found the number of a guy—a wall guy, as opposed to the roof guy or
3
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the lawn guy or, for the sake of parity, the painter gal. Four years later,
Sanjay still swore he was going to call him; on principle, I refused to
do so myself. Every once in a while, I awoke to find a chunk of plaster
at the end of the bed.
Sanjay disappeared. I was about to unleash a string of expletives
(under my breath, lest the children hear) when he reappeared and tossed
a package of baby wipes at me. “Use these,” he said as the wipes whizzed
past me and hit the shower curtain.
I reached over to grab them, flashing Sanjay in the process. I recognized that my doing so was at odds with our having marital relations
anytime soon. But he had seen me in the middle of giving birth, and
we had still managed to conceive a second child. So.
“Not flushable,” I pointed out.
“But more sanitary than toilet paper,” he said. “That’s research
proven.”
Sanjay Laghari Kar, patron saint of useless trivia. “Thanks,” I said.
He shrugged. Then he dropped his clothes in a pile and stepped
into the shower.
I glowered at the shower curtain before looking down at my phone,
which was at my feet. I had seventeen minutes to make lunches for the
kids to take to camp, get dressed and ready, and run out the door . . .
Forever, I thought for a brief, shameful second before banishing the idea
from my mind.
I had planned to rinse off quickly, but now I would either have to
accept that Sanjay would be in there until I left, or deal with the attitude
he copped when I suggested he leave a bit of water in Lake Michigan.
I ran back to the bedroom and yanked a dress over my head. I had
just pulled a muscle in my shoulder trying to zip it up when Sanjay,
humming and wrapped in a towel, walked into the bedroom.
“How do I look?” I asked. I had a meeting with my supervisor,
Yolanda, at nine, and it was either this dress or my bank-teller pantsuit.
4
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He sat on the bed and glanced up at me. “You look great,” he said,
but I was pretty sure his eyes hadn’t risen higher than my knees.
I sighed. My closest friend, Jenny, called Sanjay Thing 3. If it had
been anyone other than her, I would have been offended. Of course,
anyone else wouldn’t have known that I sometimes felt my husband
was, in fact, my third and arguably least affectionate child. Now I called
him Thing 3, too—though only to Jenny.
Anyway, her husband, Matt, wasn’t perfect. Since I had mostly
grown up without a mother and had been raised by a father who spent
more time at work than at home, I would never have been able to handle Matt’s being on the road all the time. But Jenny said she loved him
so much she was willing to put up with it, even if she did occasionally
feel neglected. That was one of the best things about having a friend you
shared everything with: It gave you a bird’s-eye view of another person’s
life. Which in turn reminded you that the bad you had was your choice,
and better than the alternative.
In truth, I sometimes wondered about the better part. There was
plenty about Jenny’s marriage that was covetable, including but not
limited to the fact that she did not have to rush to work every morning,
because Matt made oodles of cash. Jenny did, too—her “little website”
had become a juggernaut—but she didn’t have to. And though she had
never said as much, I was pretty sure she didn’t feel like the walls of
her large and tastefully decorated home were closing in on her, or that
Cecily, her one ridiculously well-behaved child, was trying to strangle all
whimsy from her life. Jenny did not look across the table at Matt (who
never masticated chicken nuggets with an open mouth as he scrolled
his phone) and wonder what had happened to the clever, cultured man
she had married.
Because she did not serve chicken nuggets for dinner.
(They had sex all the time.)
I didn’t really want out, I reassured myself as I dashed to the kitchen
to finish the lunches. My childhood had been such that I knew how
5
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fortunate I was to be a part of a nuclear family and own a home in a
good school district in one of the least generic parts of the Midwest—
even if I did sometimes long for the bucolic, childless existence Sanjay
and I had once enjoyed in Brooklyn. I recognized the windfall of two
healthy, mostly manageable offspring. Our neighbor Lorrie, who let
herself into our house more often than I cared to acknowledge (“Just
saying hi!” she would announce as I wet myself from the shock of discovering I was not alone and in fact someone who I had once mistaken
for a friend was lounging on my sofa), was a single parent. I understood
how hard this was—my father had become one himself after my mother
decided she wasn’t cut out for family life.
But my father knew I could be trusted to hold down the fort when
he was working and my little brother, Nick, needed to be fed, bandaged,
or otherwise tended to. Whereas Lorrie only had young Olive, who
seemed perfectly average until you realized her supertight hug was the
first step of an orchestrated plan to disembowel you with her teeth.
As such, I made a conscious effort not to complain to Lorrie about
Miles and Stevie cage-fighting in the netted trampoline in our backyard, nor to mutter to her about Sanjay’s fervent belief that plucking
wrinkled clothes from the dryer to wear was the same thing as “doing
the laundry.”
Still. I was well aware that the semicharmed life I led was one part
luck to three parts effort. I had left Brooklyn and traded a beloved but
barely paying editing job for a more lucrative position in development
at a major Midwestern university—the same institution where Sanjay
had spent nearly a year in medical school before admitting that he really
didn’t want to be a doctor (never mind that I had pointed this out back
when he began an expensive premed preparatory program years earlier).
When it became evident that we could not move back to New York
with two children without selling an organ on the black market, I had
researched the best neighborhoods and schools in our college town. I
had located the only house we could afford in our desired district, and
6
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now spent 29 percent of my post-tax paycheck covering the mortgage.
(Sanjay had finally started getting paid for a few of the music reviews
and articles he wrote, though I had pushed him to bolster our anemic
savings account with that cash instead of putting it toward the house.)
Those decisions had paid off. Stevie was getting the reading intervention she needed. She and Miles had a yard that was not made of
concrete. Our life was not so expensive that Sanjay’s being mostly
unemployed had left us destitute. And I had met Jenny, which had
made my suburban, child-centered existence infinitely more tolerable.
I loved my husband. I loved my kids. I mostly liked my life.
But I was so damn tired.
And maybe that was why on that June morning—as Sanjay lounged
in his towel and checked his phone while I ran around like I was on
uppers, curling my eyelashes while shoving vegetable straws into lunch
boxes and zipping backpacks for two sloths in human clothing—I
allowed myself a tiny, terrible indulgence.
Which was to admit that in that moment, I actually did want out.
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CAMERON UNIVERSITY, JANUARY 1997

N O ONE MEANT more to Miranda George than her little brother
Charlie.
November of his senior year of high school, when he’d said
that he’d wanted to come and check out Cameron University to
kick off his college tour, she’d told him no. No way. Cameron was
not where she wanted her little brother to go to school.
Miranda had only chosen Cameron so she could be close to
her parents—close to her mom, Sorcha. Her mom needed her,
after all. Her mom did not need Charlie. Charlie could go
anywhere he wanted. He could go to Yale, or Stanford. Cameron,
an hour and a half from their family home in Winston-Salem, was
an overrated shithole, an ivy-league imitation full of selfimportant douchebags—of both the student and the professor
variety.
But Charlie had argued that a “college tour” was a good
excuse to come visit his big sister for the weekend at college, and
she’d relented. She’d never been able to say no to him, not even
when they were kids. So now he was visiting, and Miranda’s
roommate Tonya was spending the weekend in her boyfriend’s
room so Charlie could sleep in Tonya’s bed. Although once
Charlie had arrived on Friday afternoon, Tonya had taken one
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look at Charlie and seriously considered dumping her boyfriend.
Girls always did that—Charlie was six-foot, four-inches of J.
Crew-model perfection mixed with an overdose of charisma. But
Tonya had regained her senses and left, and Charlie had insisted
Miranda take him out for the night.
That’s how she’d ended up at this fraternity party—Miranda
George, at a fraternity party—with her friend Daphne Saito and
Daphne’s jackass boyfriend Sutton. Sutton called Miranda The Fat
One behind her back, but he was too stupid to realize that
Miranda overheard him. Miranda couldn’t really argue with
Sutton’s assessment of her body since his girlfriend Daphne was a
size two, if that, and Miranda was ﬁve-ten and with thighs that
could only be described as Rubenesque.
Daphne lived in an off-campus apartment with Sutton because
Sutton had already graduated and couldn’t live in the dorms. But
because Sutton was immature and had no life, he still came to his
fraternity’s parties. The only reason that Miranda was at this party
was Charlie. He’d begged and cajoled her into taking him to a frat
party, insisting a frat party was part of the essential college
experience.
He wasn’t wrong. It’s just that Miranda hated the college
experience. Most of it, anyway.
So here they all stood, in the common room of Sutton’s
fraternity house—Sutton, Daphne, Miranda, and Charlie.
A couple of years ago, Cameron University had suffered from
a high-proﬁle news story that revealed its debauched lifestyle to
pearl-clutching middle Americans. After the story broke,
Cameron’s administration cracked down on the free-ﬂowing beer
and booze at fraternity parties. Now, the beer was dispensed by
professional bartenders that the frats had hired through the
school, and only beer—not liquor—could be served ofﬁcially.
Unofﬁcially? You could go upstairs and take a shot, or snort, of
whatever you wanted.
But Miranda didn’t drink. Miranda didn’t drink because she
liked having her bearings. She also didn’t drink because she’d
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seen what drinking had done to her mother. Sure, her mother had
other problems, but the drinking made them a lot worse. The
technical term, Miranda had learned in her psychology class, was
self-medication. When Miranda had been a kid, she hadn’t cared
what the technical term was. She’d only known that her mother
could be either loving or violent and unpredictable. Miranda had
also known that her father would never protect her or her brother.
Charlie, though, had no qualms about drinking. She’d been
bailing him out of tight spots with alcohol since he’d turned
fourteen, when he’d called her from middle-of-nowhere Forsyth
County after his friends had all gotten arrested and he’d been the
only one who’d managed to evade the cops. Despite her
annoyance that he’d been drinking at so young an age, she’d been
proud that he’d applied the wisdom they’d picked up as the
children of the go-to defense lawyers in the state of North
Carolina. While all the other party kids had taken off running
from the cops, Charlie had dived under one of the parked cars
and kept quiet, only emerging after everyone else had gone.
She looked at Charlie’s blond head now, making its way
toward the bar with a fake ID so perfect that no one would ever
yank it. After all, Miranda herself had gotten it for him. She
leaned against the wall and waited, arms crossed over her chest.
Charlie returned with two red plastic cups of beer. He sipped
from the one in his right.
“What’s that?” she said, nodding at the cup in his left hand.
“Seconds.” He took another chug from the cup in his right,
then gave her a winning grin.
Sutton came over with a guy in tow. Sutton had the good sense
to be charmed by Charlie. If he’d been rude to her brother,
Miranda would have had to murder him.
“Hey Chuck,” Sutton said.
Miranda groaned. What a dick.
Sutton continued. “This is Morris. He’s a freshman, just
pledged. I thought you might want a partner in crime for
tonight.”
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Charlie, who could get along with anyone, gave Morris a
smile. “Sure, man. What’s up?” Charlie downed the rest of his
ﬁrst beer, stacked the empty cup under the one in his left hand,
then held out his right hand in greeting.
Morris shook it. “I see you got starter drinks. Wanna head
upstairs for the real deal?”
Charlie grinned. “Absolutely, man.”
Miranda rolled her eyes.

I T WAS GETTING close to two o’clock in the morning, and Miranda
had resorted to going from room to room looking for her brother.
She’d asked Sutton where he thought Charlie would have gone,
and Sutton had said something about maybe Charlie scoring some
ass and that Miranda shouldn’t be a cock-block.
Fucking Sutton.
She wasn’t truly worried about Charlie. He was savvy and
knew how to take care of himself. But she was tired and wanted
to go back to her dorm room and sleep. She wasn’t going to leave
him at an off-campus party by himself. They’d hitched a ride to
the party with Sutton and Daphne. The frat house was a good
twenty minutes’ walk from her dorm. That was a long way to go
in the dark of winter at two in the morning when you were drunk
and didn’t know your way.
No. She needed to ﬁnd him and get a ride home with Sutton
and Daphne.
She knocked on the next door in the hallway. Her ﬁfth. The
door, which had been cracked, swung open. A group of four guys
and two girls sat in a circle on the ﬂoor taking shots from a bottle
of tequila.
Gross.
One of the guys eyed her up and down.
She fought back an eye-roll and spoke to the guy who was
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checking her out. “I’m looking for Morris. He’s a pledge. You
know him?”
“Wanna drink?” the guy said.
“No. Morris?”
“I’m not Morris.”
Jesus. “Yeah, I know that. Have any of y’all seen Morris?”
“I think so,” one of the girls said. “I feel like I saw him in the
bathroom.”
The girl felt like it? Did she feel like she could give a straight
answer?
Miranda left the door open and headed to the bathroom.
Sutton and Daphne were waiting for her in the common room
downstairs. She just needed to ﬁnd Charlie, and then she could
ﬁnally go to sleep and pretend she’d never come to this party
at all.
She pushed open the bathroom door, and the smell hit her like
a board—urine, naturally, but also vomit. Liquor-tainted vomit.
She knew that smell.
It meant someone was in trouble.
“Come on, man.” She knew that voice. It was Charlie’s, and he
sounded panicked. Miranda took a deep breath, her heart settling
into a slow rhythm, a familiar rhythm, one that meant she had a
problem to solve and that she would solve it, no matter what.
She headed into the bathroom and found Charlie kneeling
over Morris’s still form. A dribble of vomit hung from Morris’s
mouth.
“What happened?” she said, squatting at Morris’s side.
“I was waiting for him to come out of the stall after he booted,
but then he collapsed. I had to crawl under the door to unlock it. I
think he hit his head on the toilet.”
“Stay here,” Miranda said. “I’m going to get help.”
She ran from the bathroom and entered a room directly across
the hall. A guy was lying in his bed, on top of his blankets, ass
bare to the world.
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She ﬂipped on the lights. “Where’s your phone?” She scanned
his room. There, on his desk.
“What the fuck?” the guy said, sitting up. She ignored him.
She grabbed the cordless phone, dialed 9-1-1, and gave the
address of the fraternity house as she headed back into the
bathroom.
“I’m giving the phone to my brother now,” she said to the
operator. She tossed the phone to Charlie. “It’s 9-1-1. Stay on the
line. I’m getting Daphne.”
Morris didn’t look good. He looked pale and way too still.
Miranda knew he didn’t have much time.
Miranda ran from the bathroom and down the stairs to the
common room.
She needed Daphne. She couldn’t do this by herself. She
couldn’t protect Charlie and save Morris at the same time.
The common room was empty except for a few party
stragglers. She called out Daphne’s name, dashing from the room
and into the foyer. She ran out into the parking lot.
Sutton’s car was gone.
She was alone with her drunk, underage brother and a kid
who was dying of alcohol poisoning.
Sutton. Sutton had a car phone.
She ran back inside and up the stairs. She ﬂung open another
door. This room was blessedly empty. She grabbed the cordless
phone and dialed Sutton’s phone from memory.
“Yep,” he said.
“Sutton. It’s Miranda. Where the hell are you?”
“We’re almost back to our place. We thought you’d left.”
“Put Daphne on the phone.”
There was a pause, and then Daphne’s voice. “Hey Miranda.
We honestly thought you’d left, you were gone so long.”
“I need you to turn the car around, right now.”
“What’s happened?”
Miranda explained. “I need you to come back and get
Charlie.” Miranda heard sirens. An ambulance. She glanced out
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the window in the bedroom. She gritted her teeth. Police cruisers
pulled up behind the ambulance.
“Hurry, Daphne. The police are here.”
Daphne spoke with Sutton, her voice mufﬂed. Then she came
back on the line. “I can’t.”
“You what?” Miranda’s voice raised at the end.
“I can’t. Sutton says I’ll be arrested for underage drinking. I’m
only twenty. You’re safe because you didn’t drink anything.”
“Charlie is wasted, and he’s saving that guy’s life.”
“I’m sorry, Miranda. Charlie will be okay. Tell him to go hide
someplace.” She paused. “Maybe you shouldn’t have called
9-1-1.”
Miranda hung up the phone, cursing Daphne to hell.

A FTER ASSESSING THE SITUATION , the police arrested Charlie on the
spot. While the paramedics loaded Morris into the ambulance, the
police put Charlie into the back of a cruiser. He caught Miranda’s
eye and nodded. The message was clear. He would say nothing.
Of course he would say nothing. They both knew what to do
in a situation like this. Their parents were Sorcha and Charles
George.
Miranda, though, was stuck. She was twenty minutes from her
dorm—and from her car—and Daphne and Sutton weren’t
coming to help her. She was worried about Morris, and she was
worried about Charlie. She was torn.
Fucking Daphne.
She ran up to the ambulance and looked into the back. The
paramedics were frantic in a way they hadn’t been frantic before.
Miranda stepped closer. One paramedic was administering
chest compressions. Another was injecting something into
Morris’s IV. Morris’s eyes were half open, unblinking.
Morris was dying.
She stepped back from the ambulance.
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arrie Morgan’s kidnapped son came back while she was
at church.
Later, when she told a few fellow Episcopalians in Bronwyn,
Pennsylvania, about this miracle—and she would, eventually, be
brave enough to tell the whole story to a few new friends—they
would point to this salient fact, gently insisting it was the lynchpin.
The cause, the effect. As if her faith had conjured a delicate simulacrum of her baby, truly ephemeral, wafer thin. She was taken
aback by their steadfast view, the quietest version of fervor she’d
ever witnessed. Most of the WASPs she knew—her mother, her
in-laws—seemed able to take or leave their religion, abandoning it
in favor of science, suspending church attendance for golf season.
Or, as her Gran used to say, as income rises, faith falls. Indeed, when
she pressed her own husband, John, asking him with tears in her
eyes how he could have been an acolyte, how he could have been
vice president of his youth group and not believed in what they
both had seen with their own eyes, he had blinked at her and said:
Religion was sort of something we did, not something we believed. An
activity, a sport. A club.
Yet even after the whole week was finished and her deepest
fears and faith confirmed, she would still shake her head and insist
firmly that being at church when it had all been set in motion was
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merely a coincidence. She would try to convince everyone it was
actually ironic.
Because she wasn’t there at Saint David’s—the soaring stone
cathedral set high on a hill as if lording its wisdom over all the
Philadelphia suburbs—kneeling, weeping, praying for her son’s
safe return; she’d stopped doing that months ago. No, she was
mindlessly assembling brown boxes in the basement for their annual
clothing drive and keeping track of her donated hours in the back
of her mind so she could log it in her little notebook, as if she could
hand over the evidence someday at the pearly gates.
It was early October, the part of the month still clinging to
the grassy excess of summer, still warm enough that people were
donating sweaters instead of coats, cottons instead of woolens. The
boxes they packed were light. There were three other women:
Anna, Joan, Libby. Carrie was stronger than the others and much
younger. They were grateful to have her, happy to have someone
sturdy and yet fragile. Someone who could be useful but who
was still in great spiritual need herself. She looked so pretty and
neat, her clothes always pulled together and her tortoiseshell hair
perpetually shining in the stained glass light, but she still made mistakes, took risks, like a child. Defiant in her own way, headstrong as
a toddler—they could tell by the set of her jaw. So much to learn!
How often does a perfect volunteer like that come along?
It took a while, but Carrie had finally thrown herself back into
volunteering. At first, she showed up whenever someone asked for
volunteers—church, preschool, even bake sales at the nearby tennis
club—trying not only to take her mind off her missing son, but also
to create a new engine of purpose for her day. She hadn’t just lost
a child, she’d told her husband; she was a full-time mother—she’d
lost her job. His face had twisted at that choice of words, and she’d
been furious right back at him, in his face. Oh, so I can’t say that
anymore? That raising a child is work? It wasn’t all tickling and tossing
the ball around, John!
But more than the anger and the emptiness, there was the
4
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crushing sadness, sadness that was held back with some kind of
societal seawall until it gathered fury and sloshed over everything.
After a few breakdowns at school in front of women who managed
to comfort her while also raising their eyebrows at the intensity
of her sobs, she’d settled in at the church, where no one seemed
to judge her. That she could go from competent to sniveling in a
matter of seconds had no place at a school. Plus she still looked so
pretty when she cried. No reddening of the face, no smearing of
mascara. That’s not real crying, everyone whispered.
The children at school were always bubbling with questions, especially about adults who acted strangely. And the school was full of
boys. Boys who didn’t want to be stared at by a woman they didn’t
know who occasionally tried to touch their hair. The day she was
asked to leave, the volunteer coordinator sat with Carrie in an empty
science classroom, squeezed into the taut plastic chairs, and stared at
the periodic table of elements while Carrie sobbed as if there were
some chemical shorthand for what was happening to them all.
No, the church was further from the living, closer to the dead
and the unforgivable. The church was where she belonged. The
women there weren’t like the young teachers and young mothers
at school. They didn’t believe anymore in perfect outfits, perfect
homes, even perfect afternoons. They’d chipped their china; they’d
buried their parents. They knew.
Some days, like that one, the hard work and convivial camaraderie did too good a job. Carrie almost forgot for whole blocks of
time—hours sometimes—that Ben had been stolen from her car
while she struggled with a parking meter outside Starbucks. Ripped
from his car seat, leaving only a damp pacifier and one pale-blue
sneaker. It haunted her for so long, wondering where the other shoe
was, and then, suddenly, she could stop thinking about it. A miracle.
For weeks, the car smelled like Ben. John would come outside
in the evenings and find her sitting in the backseat, breathing in the
lost perfume of motherhood. The swallowed milk and damp hair,
the aroma that lingered at his neck, around his ears. Even cranky,
5
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even tired, even with mud streaked on his face, Ben was never truly
dirty. He smelled like milk and teething biscuits, wet paper straws
and terry cloth bibs and fruity jelly. The finest combination of sour
and sweet.
Months later, when John had her car cleaned and detailed,
Carrie flew into a rage, pounding her fists against his chest, as if he’d
been the meter maid, as if he’d worn the uniform that made her
scrabble through her purse for more money. As if he were the silver
meter flashing a red flag demanding another quarter, starting the
fight over twenty-five measly cents that had cost her everything.
John held her, soothed her, made her dinner. Then he brought it
up again. We should move. A few towns to the east, closer to his
parents. So they could help them, so Carrie would have a change
of scenery. And she shook her head so vigorously that the tears flew
off her cheek. We can’t leave! What if Ben comes back? And then, just
like that, Ben did.
She floated between the boxes. Ben had been missing more than
a year. It had almost been fifteen months, and only in the last few
weeks had Carrie finally experienced the ability to separate from
herself, suspended from her awful history, and forget—forget that
she hadn’t left her house or yard for weeks, that she’d been almost
catatonic; forget that she once heard John telling his mother on the
phone, It’s like she was taken the same day he was.
She forgot how she sat in the dark, rewinding Ben’s crib mobile
over and over again, the path of the stuffed stars and quilted moon
circling for hours above her head, the lullaby always in her ears. John
had finally taken it down and told her the mechanism had burned,
the battery sparking. She’d found it, days later, in the basement,
tucked inside a pail full of rags. Hiding the evidence. Proof that John
couldn’t take it; he just couldn’t take it anymore. But she could. She
could take it forever. She’d come upstairs with the mobile, wagging
it in his face, telling him, Hang it back up, damn it! Now!
“Sometimes I think you want to stay sad,” John had said as he’d
grabbed it out of her hand. “Like you deserve it or something.”
6
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And she’d gone in the bathroom and whispered to the mirror,
“Maybe I do.”
But after so much time, the tasks she’d assigned herself sometimes
took over, as they were supposed to, distracting her, and then—
realizing they’d done so—threw her into guilt. Distraction, guilt,
distraction. But sometimes, for a few hours, that distraction brought
a level of comfort. Not happiness, exactly, but something close.
She moved lightly, fluidly, as empty people tend to do. A ghost
in a coral cotton sweater and gray lululemon tennis skirt, moving
through the dusty corridors, someone with nothing, carrying other
people’s castoff things. If there had been baby clothes in a bag in
that narrow basement, she would have thought of Ben, surely. If,
while driving there, she had passed the new groomed playground,
all curved edges and bright colors and wood chips, and seen a ball
being kicked across the short, mowed grass, she would have ached
inside. His first words, ball and bat, and not, as she loved to joke,
what she kept training him to say: “Thank you, Mommy.” But
instead of dwelling on her boy, she worked swiftly while discussing
innocuous subjects like golf. Whether Libby should start playing
with her husband during his impending retirement. Anna sharing
her belief that several ladies in the congregation cheated on their
scores regularly.
“I’m so glad you’re feeling better,” Libby said as they walked
out to the parking lot. She squeezed Carrie’s hand tightly, then
held it as an older sister might as they stood next to Libby’s dusty,
dog-hair-filled Subaru wagon. Libby had always been Carrie’s
favorite person at the church. She came from one of the wealthiest
Philadelphia families—it was embedded in her monogram forever,
K for Kelly, a letter that stood wider than all the others, strong
enough to withstand gossip, to live on reputation alone—but she
lived her life like she had no money or pedigree at all. The oldest
car in the church parking lot. Straight, blunt hair that belied her soft
heart. Mothballs the only perfume she ever wore.
Libby couldn’t help smiling when she was around Carrie and her
7
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husband, John. It was as if by knowing them, she caught a glimpse
of how her own daughter’s life might have turned out if she hadn’t
been killed in a car accident at sixteen. Pious, hardworking, organized, Mary, her daughter, had been blonder, shorter, slighter, but
she was just as strong and openhearted.
Libby had finally renovated Mary’s old bedroom a few years ago
and had given one of Mary’s needlepoint belts to Carrie. Carrie had
run her fingers over the tiny knots and x’s with wonder, like she
was reading Braille, parsing the meaning of the design, the small
whales and gulls and anchors. Libby loved seeing it, peeking out
beneath the bottom of Carrie’s coral sweater, threaded through the
belt loops of her tennis skirt.
“How can you tell I’m feeling better?” Carrie asked.
“Oh, it’s plain as day.”
“Because you haven’t found me curled up in the basement
bathroom with tissues stuffed up my nose in a while?”
“Well, yes.” Libby laughed.
“They really should invent a product for frequent criers whose
noses run. Like a nose tampon. There’s probably a huge market for it.”
“See, that’s what I mean—making a joke again. There’s a…
lightness to you lately.”
Carrie returned Libby’s smile. Libby always laughed at Carrie’s
quips. In high school, the girls her own age never seemed to understand her sense of humor. She’d make a comment or observation in
class, and the teacher would smile, but the students looked at her
like she was speaking a foreign language.
Libby got in her car and pretended to fiddle with something in
her purse. She sneaked glances toward Carrie as she walked to her
car, closed the door, turned on her engine. She drove past Libby,
waving again.
Slivers of sun still shone stubbornly on the speckled alders dotting both sides of the creek in the distance. But slate-bottomed
clouds hung heavy above the green oaks and lindens circling the
parking lot, shading Libby’s car.
8
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Libby watched Carrie a long time, till she was out of sight, then
did something she only felt a bit guilty about. She sent a two-word
text: En route. She thought it was sweet that Carrie’s husband worried
about her. Libby was a slow texter, with large calloused thumbs from
gardening, and as she pecked out the message with her head bent
down, another car sprang to life in the parking lot. It pulled out of a
far corner, headed in the same exact direction as Carrie’s.
Carrie took the shorter way home, via Route 30. She glanced at
the rearview mirror a dozen times, but it was only to smile at the
bobbing blue sneaker, Ben’s remaining sneaker, that hung there.
Like Dr. Kenney had suggested, she took it out of the drawer where
she’d been keeping it and tried to consider it a good luck charm.
But the swaying shoe mesmerized like a hypnotist’s watch, and she
never saw the car lurking half a block behind her, turning when she
turned, veering when she veered. Even if she had noticed, it never
would have occurred to her that something was amiss. Everyone on
the edge of the Main Line drove the same predictable routes. She
didn’t worry. It had been a week since Detective Nolan came over
to ask her “one more thing” that sounded innocuous but probably
wasn’t, days since she’d fumed to her mother that no one ever
asked John more questions, only her. He’d been in Ardmore that
day too, hadn’t he? Said he went out for a run after lunch, but had
anyone tracked down his route, asked for the DNA on his sweaty
clothes? What would they say if they’d known how jealous he’d
been in college, how he’d followed Carrie when she went alone
to fund-raisers or parties and watched as she went inside? But she
didn’t think about this. And it had been hours, two at least, since
she had thought about her son. Because she was getting better. She
was coming back to life. She was.
She took the last winding curves of Sugarland Road, passing
the moss-dappled houses in the distance, the endless driveways up
green, swaying hills, everything weathered and nothing glittery, no
agate twinkling between the low fieldstone walls. She turned onto
her street, a dark macadam slash flanked by piles of faux stone.
9
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She pulled into the abbreviated driveway and got out of her car.
She opened her hollow red front door, and she heard it then, that
babbling half language only babies and toddlers know. The sounds
she wished she had recorded more of, remembered better, once
they were gone. She put her hand up to her mouth and walked
slowly up the stairs. She sniffed the air for traces of him—powder,
shampoo—but smelled something that reminded her of a soiled
diaper. The sounds grew louder, unmistakable, and she couldn’t
decide if she was thrilled—or deeply afraid.

10
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he mothers of the older children at the YMCA had noticed
a man hanging around the previous summer, watching the
kids burst through the doors after swim class. Sometimes he followed them the few blocks over to Starbucks afterward, eyeing
the children’s seal-slick hair, their tiny bottoms popping out of
their bright, squeaking suits.
Ben was still a baby then, not quite two, so Carrie was always in
the pool or locker room with him, but she still let him have some
freedom, some space to run and explore. She didn’t hover, no;
sometimes she was making a shopping list or chatting on Facebook
with her few college friends—the only time they seemed to communicate any more. Maybe if she had looked up from her phone
or her son, she would have fixed on that man more clearly. She
would have been alert! Wouldn’t she have? And been suspicious of
someone who seemed to be watching the children and sometimes
maybe the moms, yet who also looked like he may have been
taking photos of the building, the paint job, almost like an inspector might, for a perfectly logical reason, on his phone.
It had been a particularly hot and wet summer, and each time
Carrie and Ben returned for a lesson, the shrubs and plants flanking
the entrance appeared to have doubled in size; tendrils had turned
into tentacles, brushing against their legs, casting longer and wider
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shadows with every passing day. If Carrie had had to guess—and
she did guess, wildly, under the microscope of police questioning—
she would say that the man might have been a landscape architect,
there to trim, to uproot and replant, to right nature’s summer
wrongs. Hadn’t she had that very conversation with another
mother afterward? That she’d assumed the same thing?
Oh, the mothers of the YMCA. The pool moms, the swim team
moms. A little older, a little wiser than Carrie. They knew how to
keep a child’s hair from turning green. They always had ziplock
bags for wet Speedos. She’d noticed their competency as much as
they’d noticed her rookie mistakes—forgetting a towel, bringing
a large shampoo bottle instead of a small one. They didn’t know
her at all, but they were nicer, so much nicer, than the mothers
at preschool. Was it distance that allowed them to feel something?
Was it the idea of Ben, not knowing him, that opened their hearts?
Or was it just the lack of competition, since none of them had
toddlers anymore?
Carrie knew what it was like to feel judged—she’d spent all of high
school feeling that way. She didn’t have the money, that wide, green
safety net the other kids had, but she’d always felt she didn’t have
something else, some indiscernible heft, a knowledgeable weight left
out of her DNA. Her grandmother had always said Carrie was an old
soul. And it did seem that people her own age never understood her.
In college, Chelsea and Tracie were always defending her to other
people on their floor who said she looked “ironed” and was “too
quiet” and “not any fun.” You just have to get to know her, they’d say.
She’s quick-witted. She loves to talk, once you know her.
The moms at the Y never got to know Carrie, but they never
blamed her either—they blamed themselves. They were so upset
they hadn’t written down that suspicious man’s license plate
number! Came up to her at the candlelight vigil on the grounds
of the Y and told her so. Squeezed her hand with tears in their
eyes as if they’d been buddies because they’d shared a bench at the
locker room once, when Dolphins were leaving and Tadpoles were
12
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coming in. Some of them brought casseroles and flowers and balloons and stood in a semicircle around Carrie and John as if they’d
been family or neighbors. Afterward, John’s mother said she was
so glad that Carrie had the support of so many friends. Did you see
all those candles, lighting up the night? And Carrie hadn’t corrected
her. Sometimes people who don’t know you still know exactly
what you need. The same group of women attended the second
candlelight ceremony when Ben had been gone a year.
Carrie had become more vigilant since then, more observant;
maybe every swim mom had, owing to their guilt. No one could say
whether the man’s car was an old Honda or a Toyota or a Ford; if
under the road dust, it was dark blue or green or black. If his long,
almost girlish hair was brown or blond. If he went into Starbucks or
merely sat outside, watching as they left their children in their cars,
unlocked, while they dug in their purses to pay the meter.
As Ben grew and got heavier, Carrie moved him from the center
to the seat behind her. Other boys unlatched themselves, got out
of their seats. Not Ben. He was active, yes, but still cuddly, still
obedient. Still loved to be carried. Easier, faster, for him to be near
her own door. Except when there was a meter to be fed. The dark
shadow of the meter maid at the end of the block, the brass buckles
of her uniform flashing in the sun, as if that was the person Carrie
should be worried about. More money, surely, at the bottom of her
purse. When the police asked her, over and over, to think back to
that moment and whether there wasn’t something she saw, a blur, a
color, a hint of the man’s hair or clothes, all she could conjure, contorting her face, begging her brain for more, was the dark leather
cave of her purse. So big she could get lost in it. There was more
at the edges of the frame, lost to time’s edit. There was more she
couldn’t bear to tell them. But Carrie’s mind froze in the darkness,
the silty suede bottom, of that bag.
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LIZA COULD TELL RIGHT AWAY THAT MOLLY’S SMILE WAS FAKE— AND NOT
fake in that courageous way that tired moms of young children sometimes muster a grin, either. That, Liza would have understood, even
empathized with. This was that ultra-polite, too-bright sort of smileon-cue reserved for less than welcome social situations—the corners of
her mouth pulled up too stiffly and the rest of her face forgot to match
the purported emotion behind it. Liza squinted into the flat-screen
of her laptop, hoping maybe it was just the awkward angle of the webcam or the dim light in Molly’s living room, where her friend sat in a
halo of yellow lamplight on a ridiculously suburban-looking plaid sectional a few hundred miles away. But no. Liza could read Molly’s face
with the indisputable clarity that came with years—most of a lifetime, really—of familiarity, even as she numbly lifted her own hand in
a halfhearted wave.
“We finally did it!” Molly said in a tone that matched her cringeworthy smile. “Girls’ night.”
After a long stretch of “We should really . . .” and “Maybe after the
kids are in bed?” and other overtures they both tried to pretend were
not empty, one of them had at last called the other’s bluff, and here they
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were: set to catch up with more than an offhand text—their first real
chat in who knows how long.
Well, Liza knew how long. But she wouldn’t admit to keeping score.
“Girls’ night,” Liza agreed. She was already wondering, and simultaneously chastising herself for wondering, why they’d bothered—and
not just because girls’ night was no rarity for her, though she was usually the only one taking part. She missed Molly. Really. She did.
It was just that the woman currently lifting her glass of red wine
in a virtual “cheers” was not the Molly she missed. The image on Liza’s
monitor was Molly 2.0—the version you eventually have no choice but
to upgrade to but then can’t figure out how to navigate.
“Tell me everything,” Molly said with a mischievous shimmy of her
shoulders. There. There she was. The old version, just for an instant.
“Start with the Canadian.”
Liza took a long sip of her own wine, then tipped her glass toward
her friend’s in the air. “No can do on the Canadian. He was deported.”
“What? Why?”
“Long story. But,” she said gently, “not one worth telling. That was
like three guys ago.”
“Girl, you work fast!” Molly’s eyes lit up. Liza knew the drill—that
her married friends liked to live vicariously through her dating escapades. It wasn’t their fault; she’d painted them into the role by having
so many story-worthy nights in the first place, and by embellishing
her retellings with such gusto. Being the lone scout out on the hunt,
sending missives to her fellow soldiers at the base camp, had been fun for
a while—a long while. But she’d grown tired of giving the play by play.
Which was when she’d realized she was tired of living the play by
play.
“Not that fast. It’s been months.” Molly’s face fell. Liza had broken
the unspoken rule of not acknowledging how disconnected they’d
become, how little they’d come to know about each other’s daily lives.
In junior high, they’d collaborated on a whole playlist’s worth of alternate lyrics to their favorite pop songs, serenading their lunch table with
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“Give Me Just One Bite (Uno Nacho)” and their still-loved stuffed animals with “GUND Must Have Spent a Little More Time on You.” In
college, they’d held back hair over porcelain basins, mopped up tears
with cheap liquor and late-night pizza, giggled their way through
General Hospital sprawled on the shabby carpet of their living room.
They’d gone on to help each other learn to, well, adult, even sharing
a family data plan to make their cell phone bills manageable. That
they would ever have to fill each other in on months of life at once,
let alone reach for something to talk about, was unthinkable then.
Laughable.
Liza never should have moved to take the job here. Chicago still
seemed out of reach, even though she was right in the middle of it.
“Oh, God,” Molly moaned. “It’s really been that long. I’m officially
the worst friend ever. Too busy competing for my Mother of the Year
award in the Frozen Waffles for Dinner category.”
“That’s the best category. Kids love that category.”
“Being Mother of the Year isn’t about doing things kids like. It’s
more of a competition in legal forms of torture, like those vegetable
medleys that are all broccoli stalks and no florets.” They both laughed,
but Molly’s didn’t last long. She pulled a face. “Liza, I really am sorry.”
“Don’t be. It’s better to stick with the highlight reel anyway. Of
which—brace yourself—there is currently none. I’m taking a break.”
“A break?” She looked so confused, Liza’s fears were confirmed: This
hiatus, by its very nature of being unthinkable, was long overdue. “From
sex, you mean? Not from dating.”
“From everything.” She held up her empty hands as if to display
proof. I’ve got nothing. And by choice!
Well. It was by choice if you didn’t count the years of failed efforts
preceding this period.
“Don’t you know my husband is away on business? This call is meant
to take the place of the rom-coms I binge when he’s gone. What now?”
“Tough one.” Liza leaned forward on the futon and drummed her
fingers dramatically on the coffee table where her laptop sat in front of
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her. Thanks to her mother’s overzealous gift of a whole box of flameless candles—with a note gushing about how magical they were, and
how safe, and “what will they think of next?”—the open space of her
loft glowed all around her. She loved how the simulated candlelight
gave the exposed brick of the converted warehouse a nostalgic café type
of feel, in place of the dingy disrepair that the renovation had never
quite hidden from the daylight.
She was about to suggest that the husband himself might be a suitable topic when Molly perked up. “I know. How’s Max?”
Liza couldn’t help but smile. “Maximizing his Maxiness, as usual.”
How telling, in retrospect, that she’d met her closest friend here
through indiscriminate dating—the very thing she’d pledged to do less
of in order to seek more friends. If Liza were to leave Chicago, Max
would be the only person to truly miss her. She supposed that this,
too, was why she clung to what was left of her friendship with Molly.
Because she might barely have it anymore, but she didn’t have anything
else close. At this rate, she might never again.
“I still think he’d be a perfect match for you, if only . . .” Molly
sighed.
“Kind of a big if only.” Liza wasn’t about to beguile Molly with colorful new Max tales, though she had a whole rainbow of them. She
liked to keep him to herself—in part because she knew how well Molly
remembered both the promise and disappointment of their sole date.
They’d met over a slow, talkative dinner at the kind of middle-ofthe-road restaurant that could be surprisingly satisfying under the
right circumstances and Liza had already been thinking ahead to what
might come next when she excused herself to freshen up while waiting
for the check. If the ladies’ room line hadn’t been so long she decided to
skip it, she might not have returned to find Max in intimate conversation with their waiter. Their red-faced, furious, male waiter, who was
demanding to know why her date had not returned his calls.
Knowing any second Max would turn and see her, Liza had stood,
stricken, as the server stormed off. Part of her wanted to slink away, but
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she couldn’t summon the politeness not to confront what she’d witnessed. All she could think was, Damn. I liked you. The date wasn’t just
going well; she hadn’t had this much fun talking to anyone since she
moved here.
Max did turn then, and he looked just as caught as she’d feared he
would. For a glimmer of a second she’d almost dared hope that it wasn’t
what it looked like.
“So you date guys, too?” she’d asked quietly.
“No!” His expression turned funereal. “I mean, not anymore.”
“I’ve seen my share of scorned exes”—it was true, though they didn’t
usually belong to her but to the otherwise affable men she was attempting to date—“and that one seemed fresh. Recent, I mean.”
Max averted his eyes. It had been just a phase, he said. He was
straight— definitely straight, he said. But he looked cornered, trapped.
And her instinct, her own feelings aside, was to reach in and free him.
“Look,” she’d said, thinking fast. She was usually honest to a fault,
but she really did want to see him again. “I was working out how to
tell you. I’ve had a lot of fun tonight, but I’m not feeling the chemistry beyond a friendship level.” Did it show that minutes ago she’d been
angling for a look in the bathroom mirror, wondering if he might invite her to his place? Being openly bisexual would have been one thing.
But she wouldn’t risk this: dating someone who was either confused or
in denial, marrying him, having three kids, and then finding out that
she was a beard and he had some waiter on the side.
No thanks.
“Friends then,” he said.
And just like that, they were. A couple years in, she still couldn’t
say whether he was gay, straight, or something in between. But they’d
never had trouble keeping things platonic, and she figured that alone
said something.
Something Liza didn’t want to spell out for Molly all over again.
“Speaking of perfect matches,” she said instead. “How’s Daniel?”
“Oh, you know.” Molly sipped her wine, then squinted and
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massaged her temple with her free hand. “Actually, it was kind of awful when he left this morning.”
“What happened?”
“Grant.” Liza smiled at the mention of Molly’s five-year-old. When
he was born on her own birthday, Liza had proclaimed him a kindred
spirit—and so far, he didn’t disappoint: surprisingly kind for his age,
in spite of having zero inhibitions and a wicked sense of humor. “Daniel
woke him up to say good-bye—it was almost time for him to get up for
school anyway—and he flipped. I mean, really flipped. ‘I’ll be back
soon,’ Daniel said, and Grant sobbed, ‘No you won’t!’ He was hysterical. He kept yelling, ‘You’re never coming back, never!’ Over and over.”
She shivered at the memory.
“Yikes. Those exact words?”
“Those exact words.”
“What did you do?”
She rolled her eyes. “Daniel was staring me down, I mean boring
into my eyes with this look that said, Whatever you do, don’t acknowledge this: Just pretend it isn’t happening. Like I don’t know better.” Molly
did have a way of freaking the kids out with her own reactions—Liza
had seen it—but now didn’t seem the time to side with Daniel, which
had gotten her into trouble before. Excuse her for liking the guy her
friend had married. She was guiltier, she supposed, of knowing full well
that Molly could be . . . well, Molly.
“I keep hearing Grant’s tiny voice in my head, though,” Molly continued. “He sounded so sure.”
“Do you usually worry about Daniel when he travels?” Liza tucked
her legs under her, glad of her stretchy yoga pants, the evening uniform she almost hadn’t donned tonight. Feeling self-conscious in Molly’s presence was still new to her, but she’d had oddly embarrassing
visions of her pajama-clad self dialing in to find her friend in business
casual. She needn’t have worried—Molly was in lounge clothes, too,
though cute ones, a heather gray jersey wrap over a lace-trimmed cami.
“A little. Not Liza-style worrying, though,” Molly teased. Liza didn’t
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worry about everything all day long, but when something did take hold
of the worst of her imagination it would cling for dear life, keeping
her up all night. Few people knew the extent of her almost anxiety, as
she called it. And fortunately, it usually seemed silly even to her in the
morning.
Except for when it didn’t. That’s when she knew she was in trouble. She was no longer worrying; she was intuiting. And her intuition
was kind of a show-off sometimes.
Molly turned serious. “Bad as it sounds, I’ve actually come to look
forward to him being gone. I am never alone.”
“Do we count as alone right now?” Liza refilled her wineglass. “I
mean, are we drinking alone?”
“Oh no. Friends don’t let friends drink alone. And you’re stuck with
me. Because I plan to drink the ever-loving living bejesus out of this
wine.”
“The ever-loving living bejesus. Wow.”
“Sometimes the regular bejesus isn’t going to make a sufficient
point.”
“The regular bejesus doesn’t even know.”
Molly shook her head sadly, and Liza hid a smile, wondering if she’d
gotten a head start on the bottle before the call. She didn’t know how
responsible it’d be for Tipsy Molly to be on her own with the kids, but
Tipsy Molly was kind of a riot. A quaint midwestern drunk, prone to
launching into expressions Liza never heard anyone under the age of
sixty use in normal conversation. I’ ll be a monkey’s uncle. Whoopsie daisies! They’d once had an earnest 2:00 a.m. conversation about what
the phrase dollars to donuts means.
“Well, count me in. What’s the occasion?”
Molly gestured dramatically around the room, her wine sloshing
dangerously close to the edge of the glass. “You better be in! This. This
is the occasion. Girls’ night.” There was a challenge in her eyes, one Liza
suddenly had no interest in backing down from. “The thing about
Daniel is—” She stopped short and squeezed her eyes shut tight.
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“What?”
Molly put her finger to her lips.
“Mommy!” The child’s voice calling from upstairs was faint, but
still Liza jolted at the sound of it. The call came as a demand, not an
unkind one, but not a question, either.
Did Liza imagine a flash of relief passing across Molly’s face before
an eye roll fixed it in a look of annoyance?
“Never fails,” Molly sighed, not moving, as if the child might give
up and go to sleep, an occurrence even Liza knew had happened
roughly zero times in the history of cared-for children calling out for
reasonable things.
“Mom. Me!” Each syllable got its own sentence this time, and Liza
strained to discern which child was calling. Grant would probably just
pad on down, which made his little sister the likely culprit. Is it too much
to ask, Molly’s expression seemed to be saying, to get through one lousy
call while I’m here with you kids on my own?
Liza might have argued Is it too much to ask? on her own behalf,
too, but she was afraid of the answer. It was too much these days, it
seemed, for Molly to be present—really there, and glad to be—for more
than an occasional glimpse of their friendship. And it wasn’t even entirely Molly’s fault. So instead, she said, “Go ahead, go to her. I’ll wait.”
“I’m going to give her a minute and see if she gives up.”
Almost as if on cue, it came again: “Mommy?”
Liza raised an eyebrow.
“I just wanted one night of peace.” Molly looked directly at her
then, and to Liza’s surprise, there were tears in her eyes. “She’s relentless. It’s like she knows when I’m weak—not feeling well, or Daniel
isn’t home—and that’s when she strikes.”
“Maybe she’s just thirsty?”
“Mom! Me!”
Molly shot her a look that conveyed in no uncertain terms what
an amateur Liza was.
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“I really don’t mind,” Liza said. “It’s not like I’m going anywhere.
I can even watch TV until you get back if I want.”
“God help me if it takes that long,” Molly said, getting to her feet
and bending down to give her a sad smile. “Sorry. Back in a jiff.”
Liza looked around at her own quiet living room, debating whether
to break the silence after all. She liked it this way, candlelit and serene.
It was Molly who’d never liked being alone, who’d been the sort to
turn on every light in their old shared apartment when Liza had a date
or a late class. She’d play a radio in one room and a TV in the other
and pay no mind to the clashing of sounds, which drove Liza mad.
For the new Molly to relish solitude was telling, and Liza found
herself mustering unexpected sympathy for her friend, who she more
often wondered if she should envy. Molly’s life seemed so crowded that
Liza never wanted to intrude from afar, but now she wondered if she’d
taken the wrong tact, as these years away had flown past them both.
She should invite her up for a weekend; that’s what she should do.
Was it fair, anyway, to resent Molly for not visiting when she didn’t go
out of her way to encourage her to? Maybe she could work it out with
Daniel for them to surprise Molly together—he could pack her up and
put her on the Megabus one day, promise to handle the kids, and she
would arrive unburdened to do all the things Liza had once anticipated
she herself would do on the regular here but rarely did. They’d walk
Navy Pier. Window-shop the Magnificent Mile. Hit the Art Institute,
score Second City tickets. Take selfies at The Bean.
If she had turned on the TV, or stood to get a glass of water, or
even flipped through the notifications on her phone, she might have
missed it. It was dumb luck that she was staring blankly into the portal of Molly’s waiting living room, feeling something akin to relief to
discover she was warming after all toward her friend—long distanced
but not long lost, after all—when the back door swung soundlessly
open into Molly’s kitchen.
Liza jumped, so sudden and startling was the motion. There in the
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background, across the stretch of white ceramic tile sprawling behind
the couch, gaped an ominous rectangle of darkness. Had a gust of wind
blown open the unlatched door? Perhaps one of those feral cats Molly
was prone to feeding had come begging and jarred it open? Her mind
was busying itself to put the pieces of the picture back into place when
a tall, broad-shouldered figure stepped through.
He was dressed head to toe in black, a ski mask tight over his face.
Liza’s tongue recoiled into her throat with a gasp. Her lungs shuddered mid-breath, terror shooting lightning-quick warning signals from
one muscle to the next until she was under its siege, unable to move.
He shut the door behind him.
Without a glance in her direction, he began to make his way slowly
around the kitchenette, his eyes on the hallway through which her
friend had just disappeared to go check on the kids.
Oh, God. The kids.
She understood all at once what people meant when they said they
were too scared to scream, as everything within her constricted—her
veins, her windpipe, her courage. The black-clad figure did not hesitate, did not take stock of his surroundings or stop to get his bearings.
He merely headed for that hallway, and Liza realized then that she
could not afford to stay frozen. She had to act now. She had to act as
if she were there, in the room.
Because in a way, she was.
“Hey!” she yelled.
His head whipped around as he halted, mid-step. The just-visible
circles of his eyes fixed themselves on the computer.
“Leave,” she commanded, her voice cracking, shaking, forsaking
her. He moved brusquely toward the screen, and Liza’s eyes flicked
down to her lap, where she’d rested her phone. She clutched the smooth
rectangle in her fist and thrust it toward the webcam.
“I’m calling the police!” She was already crying, willing him to
change course, to back out, to slink away. As he stepped closer to the
camera, his head disappeared from the frame, then his torso, and in
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an instant she was staring at a black pant leg that came to a stop right
before her. She dove forward and seized her laptop in both of her trembling hands, lifting it to her face, skimming the hardware for the dots
marking the location of the microphone.
“Molly!” she screamed into the machine. “Molly! There’s a man!
He’s—”
A swift diagonal of darkness sliced down the screen as an unseen
hand slapped Molly’s laptop closed.
The connection went dead.
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